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• UNITED GOVERNMENT
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TO

FROM

The Director

r *
iwi# Lad

date: December

D.

o
SUBJECT: PROPOSED PLAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE

IN ALASKA IN THE EVENT OF INVASION;
Tvstay-behind AGENT PROGRAM

3CAPE AND EVASION PROGRAM
Referral /Consult
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Re my memorandum to you dated December
/£§!L950, which advised that information has been receive'

jpTVfrom Alaska that!

© v* s
a IS is

sg?
,

SB I,

'

'memorandum stated that!
/Reference

Supervisor Edward S. Sanders on December 12,

1950, met with the following individuals for a discussion
of the programs in question: Colonel Perry, G-2, U.S.
Army, Alaska; Lieutenant Colonel Easton, U.S.A.F.

,
Assistant

Director of Plans and Operations, Alaska Command; Lieutenant
Colonel Bird, U.S.A.F. Director for Plans for Alaska Air
Command; Lieutenant Colonel Kelly, U.S.A.F. Operations
Headquarters, U.S. A.F.

;

Major Giblo, Directorate of Intelli-
gence, Headquarters U.S.A.F., (Escape and Evasion); Major
Joseph Cappucci, Headquarters OSI; Mr. Gilbert Levy, Counter-
intelligence, OSI Headquarters.

Eeferral/consuit

A thorough discussion of the .Escape and Evasion
Program and t.h Stav-Behind Agent Program, which have been
prepared by FBI Headquarters and coordinated at_^

Air Force Heaaquaruers
,
revealed that while the basic plans

have been agreed upon at Washington, they were not completely
handled in Alaska inasmuch as Lieutenant Colonel Easton
from the Alaska Air Command was not familiar with these
plans. The Alaska Command is the over-all Command headed
by an Air Force Officer and has under it in Alaska, an
Air Command, an Army Command, and a Navy Command Everyone
agreed that the two basic plans prepared by]

| Bureau are sound, and the only problem was
llof these plans.

Colonel Easton, Assistant Director of Plans and

Operations for the Alaska Command, suggested, and the others
agreed, that the Alaska Command instruct the Alaska Air

<
RECORDED - 23 L
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Command to prepare plans for escape and evasion in Alaska
and stay-behind—Aeents in Alaska. The plans which have been
prepared by| |the Bureau could then immediately be
put into efiecc ana included in the over-all military
plans for Alaska. Supervisor Sanders was advised that
the order should reach the Alaska Air Command from the
Alaska Command within a week and that these plans would
then be in the proper channels and approved by everyone
concerned. In other words, the Commanding General, Alaska
Command, will instruct the Alaska Air Command to prepare
the plans (which are already prepared) and supervise the

,
implementation of these plans for him.

Referral/Consult

-2 Referral/ Consult



Referral/ Consult

up ervisor Sanders has been advise

Ri£COK ,'SHDATION

:

Referral/ Consult

The foregoing is furnished for your information,

fit is recommended that the attached air mail letter be
I forwarded to the SAC, Anchorage advising him of the results

| of instant conference. /

V /0V1
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STANDARD f^QRM'&O.r 64 *
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Office Men . ,dum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

VVxfth :

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, ANCHORAGE

PROPOSED PIAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE

Iff AIASKA IN THE EVENT OF INVASION

(STAY-BEHIND AGENT PROGRAM)

DATE: 1-8-51

Rebulet 1-2-51.

i’SCLACSIFISD
ft.i G'- ^. ^

l

7/ith reference to paragraphs 6 and 7 of this letter, every

effort is being made to obtain the type of potential stay-behind agent

suggested by the Bureau for urban areas. However, it is pointed out

that the only settlement in Alaska encompassed in this program which

may be referred to as an urban area would be Anchorage. It has a white

population of approximately twenty thousand people. The other areas

to bo covered have populations from less than 100 persons to only a

few thousand. Every effort is being made and will continue to develo'p

persons in the category of unskilled or semi-skilled workmen engaged in

occupations which possibly would be of the least interest to an invading

force.

• vTith reference to the obtaining of full names and descriptions

of potential stay-behind agents for inclusion in the first report sub-

mitted to aid the Bureau in searching their names, we are attempting in

every instance to get sufficient data to aid the Bureau in this project.

In some oases it has been difficult to obtain such information while

still obtaining the discretion necessary to keep this project secret.

However, upon authority of the Bureau to interview these individuals,
full names, date and place of birth and description has been and will
continue to be obtained.

\Yith reference to the last paragraph of Bureau letter, all

seven individuals on whom authority had been granted by the Bureau to

interview have been interviewed or eliminated. Five of these individuals



Referral /Consult

A*T File Co-233

3r way of recapital? tion on the action taken by this office with
reference co stage, approximately 65 reports on potential stay-behind agents
have been, submitted to the Bureau with recommendations that authority be
granted to interview then. Five individiials have been interviewed upon the
authority of the Bureau ami oil have agreed to participate. Author! by was
granted to interview two more, but t! ese were not interviewed inasmuch as
information came to our attention which eliminated then as potential agents.
FroUrinary reports on additional individuals aro being compiled and will be
submitted at the earliest possible nonent.

Hie so pro .loots are receiving priority in this division and continued
diligent attention will be ~iver then.
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Tele. Room__

Nease_
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URGEiiT

^oTAG‘E t RECULET(S£CORd) I NSTANT LAST PARAGRAPH. FRANK B^IOORE,
_ RIOV/Aa’D G^OMIG, AND%)^#ANICH HAVE AGREED
10 ACT AS STAY BEHliJD AGEiJlS. ANTON I QjpPOLET AuD SArVCftCi JACK NO
LONGER BEING CONSIDERED BECAUSE OF STATEMENTS MADE RE THEM BY

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to he disseminated
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it he suitably paraphrased in
order>"fD protect the -^uj/eau'h cryptographic systems
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SAC, Anchorage

LIrector, FBI

H.OBOSUD PZJft FQh JKTELLXGfECE
ccvuiAar r; alaska r: she..

OF IbVAsiOh
(Stay-behind Agent program)

January 11, 19£l

I desire again to call to ycur attention the absolute
necessity of utilizing extreme caution, alteration and sound
judgment in the handling of this Program.

It is imperative that you impress all Bureau oersorrel
at Anchorage with the security measures wbich must be taken in
developing instant Program.

A review of the reports recently submitted by Anchorage
on individual potential stay-behind Agents in sate instances .

reflect statements to the effect that identified reliable and
confidential informants ’ have recommenced as a potential
Stay-behind Agent under this Program," or ” has been
interviewed concerning instant Program.” _ ,Referral /Consult

It is recognized that the wording of the reports in this
connection may merely reflect the Special Agent’s general description
of matters discussed with the individual potential ^aay-bahind Agent.
It is further recognized that it has been necessary for-you.to
personally discuss instant .ratter with reliable and well-established
contacts of the Anchorage Office in order to identify g£d determine-
the reliability and background of various individuals being; con-
sidered under this program. Under no circumstances, fr^-ev^r, .should
it become general knowledge in Alaska that the Bureau] |are
engaged in the development .f tris program, ^dividual Eoay-oeftind
Agents should not- know the identity of one another, -.^ten .

<5peciil
Agents are interviewing potential contacts in tills regard, no
indication should be given that an "espionage tnet’Uor 1!£tay~behind
Agent ’Program” is being developed in .Alaska* Z\2’/" , -

RECORDED • 9S i-. ...
° >

In all contacts with poter^imJ^ttay-behjLnd Agents, the
matter of security should be stresseiMCofne interviewing Special
Agents. The individual should be cautioned nbt to discuss the
subject 2-atoer with othfcf persons. It might be pointed out that an
indiscreet remark on the part' of & potential Btay-behind *gent
might very rossibly, in ^ho event of.-infusion, endanger bis own life.

WTBsEHW * “ /

O ' !
y



Referral /Consult

It is suggested that you may also desire to discuss the
security features of this Program with|

_pdth the thought in mind of discreetly bringing this
matter to his attention so that the personnel under his jurisdiction
may become aware of the importance of the security measures
involved in instant matter.

Advise the Bureau what action you have taken in order to
insure that captioned Program in Alaska will be handled on a
confidential ana secure basis.

- 2 -



STANDARD FORM NO. 64 #
' 4

Office MethvrvvnwUm •" UNITED States GOVERNMENT

TO

FROM

6>

Director, FBI

SAC, Anchorage

DATE: 1-12-51

SUBJECT: ' PROPOSED PIAH FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE

III ALASKA IP THE EVENT OF INVASION

(STAY-BEHIND AGENT PROGRAM)

(ESCAPE AID EVASION PROGRAM.!) fhfe&v /

Reference is made to Anchorage letter dated l/8/51 (and specifically
to Page 3, Paragraph 3 thereof.

On l/ll/51 a conference was held in the Office of Operations, Alaska

Command at Fort Richardson. Those present were:

aii> imommmmmusm
&3SSI2T 15 ICfOMSSIPJ^r*
kscspt moat smxm ~

oimmim

Col. L. R. TORRANT
U. S. Army
Director of Plans and Operations
Alaska Command

Lt. Col. H. Brooks "Vilson

U. S. Air Force
Asst. Director of Plans and Operations.

Alaska Command .

CLASSIFIEDBY^
Lt. Col. C# vY» Bird

U. S. Air Force
_ ^ _

Alaskan Air Command 0(o& ~l£f

Attached to Office of Director of Plans and Operations

< -*

CLASSIFIED

COPIES

R684,H<W3L^aBW3

Captain Minor Heine

U. S. Navy
Director of Intelligence

Alaska Command

Lt. Col. Edwin A. Hartley

, Director
.Office of Special Investigation^in Alaska

John H.. Williams .0 ' -.VU * ^ i / - %
Special Agent in CharP

J!53 2,7



The Bureau will be kept advised in this regard

As was pointed out in Anchorage teletype of January 10, 1051,
101 persons have been considered by this office as potential stay-behind
agents* To date Id have been eliminated because of information received
from confidential informants • Closing reports have been submitted on
these 14 stating that they were no longer being considered. Five persons
have been interviewed upon the authority of the Bureau and all have con-
sented to participate. Preliminary reports have been submitted on the

remaining 32 recommending that Bureau authority bo granted to interview
them*

4
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Anchorage

Director, FBI

January IS, 1951

proposed emjlim.
IN ALASKA IB THE ~BWffiLh&«ISM&I8M~
(STA7-B£Bim ME$t

It is noted in reports being submitted by the
Anchorage Office on potential Stay-bekind Agents, that
Bureau permission is being requested to inierviets these
individuals and that requests of this nature are being
included ort the administrative page of the individual
report submitted. Due to the urgency of this program
and in order to save stenographic end typing time, the
Bureau has no objection to your continuing' this practice .<

instead of directing a sever letter to the Bureau setting
out the speotftc request. In all other types of cases

,

of course, the Anchorage Office should be guided by >V
PCrt I, Section 53 (Id)' of the FBI Handbook in setting out
leads for the Bureau.

Tolsott_

Ladd

Clegg

65-59384

WTB:da r zjitffT
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF J^ISTIGATION
RECORDS SECTION
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STOP SPECIAL
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Tolson_

Ladd

Clegg_

Glavin

F B I RADIOGRAM a
Nichols

Rosen

Tracy

iarbo

’Balmont *

Mohr

Tela. Room_

FROM ANCHORAGE

/DIRECTOR

URGENT /o’

STAGE. TO DATEvlQl^ERSONS HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED BY THIS

OFFICE. TO DATE 14 HAVE BEEN ELIMINATED BECAUSE OF

INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS. CLOSING

REPORTS INDICATING THESE NO LONGER BEING CONSIDERED HAVE

BEEN SUBMITTED. 5 PERSONS RECOMMENDED HAVE BEEN INTERVIEWED

WITH BUREAU AUTHORITY AND ALL AGREED TO PARTICIPATE.

CLOSING REPORTS HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED ON THESE 5. PRELIMINARY

REPORTS HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED ON REMAINING 82 RECOMMENDING

BUREAU AUTHORITY BE GIV'EN TO INTERVIEW THEM.

ECEI VED
(7-11-51J )

fu)
2:40 P.M. GW

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably-^paraphrased in
'derMtp prot§,cV~th^ Bureau's cryptographic systems!,^ 14 .
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Anchorage File 65-298

Referral/ Consult

This office is continuing to give attention to the recruitment of

potential stay-behind agents and interviews -with those authorized by the

Bureau and reports on the same will be forwarded at the earliest possible

time* Referral/Consult

As has been done in the past* this office will continue to hold

conferences with |
and keep him abreast of all develop-

ments in the SBA Program.

Tt is noted that

|

I HdW-

(

ever, in line with the instructions received from the Bureau in its iett er

[dated Nov.. 29, 1950, (Bu file 65-59264), Paragraph 1, Page 6, no reports

Wve been given to him. Referral/consult

This matter will continue to receive diligent attention and the Bureau

will be kept advised of all developments.



>ARD FORM NO. 64

f %
Office Memo. ^r^um • united s government

TO : Director, FBIS
FROM : SAC, Anchorage

SUBJECT: o proposed PIAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE
IN ALASKA IN THE EVENT OF INVASION
(Stay-Behind Agent Program)

Rebulet 1-11-51.

DATE: 1-17-51

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED^ IT^ r K
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED A

Concerning Paragraph 3 of that letter, the wording of certain
reports in these cases indicating that a confidential informant has
recommended a certain person as a potential stay-behind agent repre-
sents the Special Agent’s general description of the discussion had
•with the confidential informant. At no time are the Special Agents
working on these matters in conversations with confidential informants
or with the potential agents themselves telling them the exact nature
of the program. The confidential informants merely know that we are
interested in certain individuals in the Territory with particular
reference to their loyalty, character, intentions .iiLwar . o ome s and
ability to participate in certain patriotic activities. In no
instant has a confidential informant been told the exact nature of
this program.

In discussing this matter with a potential agent after authority
has been granted by the Bureau, he is first impressed with the con-
fidential nature of the interview. He is then asked what his intentions
are if war comes in order that our subsequent suggestions will have
no undue influence upon him. He is then given enough information to

allow him to make up his mind as to his participation. The identity
of no other potential stay-behind agent is discussed with him. At
the end of the interview the absolute security of this matter is

'

again impressed upon him.

Concerning the penultimate paragraph- in referenced letter . the
gftAirr’i-fcv -Paa-hiiyAs r>f thi a program have been discussed with I

J Ion numerous occasions. He has advisefrlriel I

1
however, continued- att$ntiQn^I

or the program through
Agents of this office.-

65-298
JIM: MR

record^
*®

.1 be given the security. //
and by the Special

* /

Referral/ Consult

y~

fa
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

e Jri&XWifi • UNITED ^^^fcoY&NMENT

TO :

fMm :

SUBJECT:

DATE: February 1, 1951Director, FBI

SAS^Anchorage sO
PROPOSED PLAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE —

•

"~TN ALASKA. IN~THS EVENlTOF AFTNV55XON-
(SmiTB^I^rSSSNT PROGRAM)

-=—•

Rebulet January 30, 1951, wherein the Bureau directed that

the names of additional prospective agents" under consideration be submitted by

letter • \ S
,

In addition to the names -which have already been submitted.,

the following have been proposed and
| [

are being made con-

cerning them* Preliminary reports concerning these prospective agents will be

submitted at the earliestjpbssible time*

b2
b7E

b6
b7C

Alt .Information contain®?, . ,

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

As the Bureau knows, in addition to those new prospective

agents listed above, this office presently has a number concerning whom prer

liminary reports have been submitted. Bureau authority to interview has been

received and they are presently assigned for interview. The results of these

interviews and the recommendations of the Anchorage Office will be submitted

to the Bureau at the earliest possible time.-

JHW:MMA
65-298

iWDtM-U
* ffIFEB) 0 1951

§ .

*
& u
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STATES DEPARTMENT

*t <?

cc- 150:

To : ; coMmuni,

Transmit the following message to l

DEFERRED r v
^XJIfHER PAD CODE

. HBURAD\JANUARY ElEVEE!) UST. AGSOU TAKEN ST BUREAU ALL ANCHORAQi

• ADVISE BY RADIOS

m
A-. GRAM NUMBER AND IDENTITIES

AND ABB RECOMMENDED BY YOU, SUBMIT BY IET1SR NAMES AK&TIONAt PROSPECTl#

SBA-S UNDER CONSIDERATION, TRAINING AND ADMINISmTEVE MATTERS MENTIONED

MB YOU WILL BE
\W^> H if)

NOTIFIED RESULTS PROMPTLY. EFFECTIVI^TBBRTJARY ONl^BKIf AN# EVERY THURSDAY
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^^ARD FORM NO. 64

Office JS/Le?rwmndum • united states government

Director, FBI

SAC, Anchorage

SUBJECT: PROPOSED PLAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE

HOEESKA BfTHE. EVENT OF INVASION
(stay-behdjd agent program)

DATE: February 7, 1951

PERSONAL AND CON^OElJriAL

Reference is nade to Anchorage letters dated 12/5/50 and 1/12/51 and

particularly to Page 4 of the latter reference. Referral/Consult

$${)
In attempting to develop stay-behind agents, emphasis will be placed on

getting them in the vicinities of strategic areas.

It is noted in investigating and interviewing the potential agents

that many of them live in the back country where they are not accessible

by any means other than a bush plane on skis in the wintertime and bush plane

on pontoons in the summertime or afoot. This has materially slowed down

the overall program. However, every effort is being made to contact those

individuals concerning whom the Bureau has authorized an interview.

When this program has developed sufficiently to institute the train-

ing phase as much time as possible should be given this office to contact

the various persons to attend particular classes inasmuch as many of them

will have to be sought out individually, and the same will consume a con-

siderable amount of time.

65-298
JEJi-vf

J



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

7
“ *

'

.SUM, • UNITED GOVERNMENTOffice Me,

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

Jr. HarboifP
Jr. Bowie

'The Sbol.L xl
i.ljQxJLc4» uua’U

Photographic Research

date: January 25, 1951

Tolson_

Ladd

Clegg

01avin_

3

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ^.cL <xc-/

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

’ Tr

S*-* / e-

Tracy_

Karbo

Uohr

Tele. Roomreference is iaade to iuy memorandum dated December 6, 1950,
setting forth details concerning the Stely II camera and suggesting
certain uses for this camera. An addendum was added to this memorand
on December 13, 1950, by Jr. G. B. Hennrich of the Security Investigative
Division in which it was suggested that consideration be given to the use A.

of this camera in the Bureau's Alaska Stay-Behind the Agents Program. It ’

was also suggested that the Bureau purchase two of these cameras and that
the Laboratory conduct sufficient tests in order to express an opinion as
to the use of this camera in subzero temperatures such as might be encountered
in Alaska.

Two of the above cameras, including two telephoto lens, have been
received. The camera has been tested at subzero temperatures and has been
found to operate satisfactorily at temperatures ranging down to 20 degrees
below zero. On the basis of these tests, it is not believed that any
difficulty should be encountered in the use of the Steky II camera at low
temperatures.

The two cameras referred to above have been turned over to the
Photographic Laboratory where they are available for assignment.

rifCOIi iLl'IDATXOIJ : It is recommended that the results of the Laboratory
tests made with the Steky II camera be furnished the

i
(

Security Investigative Division for their information, y- v

X
\

t\

XL

\

- 7

unrecorded
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filed
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

# €
Office M.e w- w w dtim • UNITE!/ aiaijss GOVERNMENT

TO A. H* Belmont *\

FROM

SUBJECT:

C. E. Hennrich

dates February 6, “1951

Tolson

PROPOSED PLAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE IN ALASKA
IN THE EVENT OF INVASION
(STAY-BEHIND AGENT PROGRAM) ^ <r-

^ man b wajKP

Clegg_

Olavln

•C
4

PURPOSE
Referral/Consult

Gandy_

To recommend that
be informed of the results of tests made by the FBI Laboratory
concerning the miniature -camera. The Steky II, which camera
is available commercially.

BACKGROUND Referral/Consult

As you are aware, the training program for Stay—behind
Agents is presently being prepared at the Bureaul

Referral/ Consult

There are attached self-explanatory memoranda dated
December 8, 1950 and January 25, 1951 from Mr. Bowles to Mr.
Harbo reflecting results of tests made by the laboratory con-
cerning the use of the miniature camera. The Steky II, especi-
ally as relates to the use of this camera at low temperatures.

It is noted that The Steky II is available on the
commercial market.

I

!j.M if l

*
’

/

RECOMMENDATION RECORDED - 41

\
\

f\

%
V)

i

5*

Referral/Consult
It is recommended thatl IB 18S1

tests made at the FBI laboratory reflect that instant camera
can be operated at temperatures ranging down to twenty degrees
below zero.

65-59264 .
^

Mr
Pc*

N
toOO

T/TB:LJB:inhf

.\A

Referral/ Consult
&
zz

#
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^B&NO^RftFORM NO. 64

Office Met... idutn • united
,

s government

TO

FB$ :

Director, FBI

SAC, Anchorage n
DATE: February 13, 1951

PERSONAL AMD CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT:

RECLASSIFIED
^

01? • in - ^
PROPOSED PIAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE
IE ALASKA. IN THE EVENT OF INVASION
(STAY BEHIND AGENT PROGRAM)
(65-59264) *_^ L /

There is set out hereinafter a recapitulation of the
Stay Behind Agent Program in this office, including information of an admin-
istrative nature, as well as data concerning agents who have been recommended
and on whom closing reports have been submitted to the Bureau, together with
certain problems encountered and the approach that is being made to this
assignment.

There is transmitted herewith!

I. STAY BEHIND AGENTS Referral/Consult

In considering individuals in thd territory as potential
Stay Behind Agents, accent has been placed on enlisting those who have as

many of the following qualifications as could be found,

1 - Persons with good health, loyal to the United States and who
intend to stay in the territory in case of war or invasion*

2 - Persons with an intimate knowledge of the territory or the
locale in which they reside,

3 - Persons with a. knowledge of short wave radios,

4 -£>f^rsons who own short wave radios and have whamu licenses,

- Persons who are airplane pilots,

7 - Persons with the ability to survive in the back Country of.Sih-eg fgg<j
' territory 0f Alaska under the most severe conditions for^gro-

.

tracted periods of time,

%/
' ^ JffiYsMMA

65-298

/

/ -

' !-

$W
6 - Persons who own airplanes#

Enclosure

u' w,

Ji

9 195o i
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STAY BEHIND AGENT PROGRAM

8 - Persons who have had some experience in caching food, clothing,
arms and ammunition, gasoline and other survival gear.

9 - Persons who have had experience mushing dog teams.

10 - Persons who have had experience with small boats and who know
the waters of Cook Inlet, Prince William Sound and the coast
of Alaska between Shelikof Strait and Prince Rupert.

11 - Persons who own or have access to cabins located in areas
which necessarily will be utilized in this program.

12 - Persons who live in and around the strategic areas listed.

13 - Persons who live on and can observe the highways of Alaska.

14 - Persons who live on and can observe the railroad.

15 - Persons who can assist in the operation and maintenance of
a "life and supply line".

II. NUMBER OF STAY BEHIND AGENTS

As has been noted heretofore in correspondence with the
Bureau, it is impossible to set a number of Stay Behind Agents who would be
adequate in giving ample and comprehensive intelligence coverage during an
invasion or occupation. However, the project of obtaining Stay Behind Agents
will be continued until the Bureau is satisfied that the strategic areas and
all items referred to in I above appear to be sufficiently covered.

There is being set out hereinafter the names and locations
of persons who have been investigated, interviewed and recommended as Stay
Behind Agents for the Bureau’s ready reference:

.LiMwouu jururao Miro UUCS - D6-»ODUU
i - 62-93639
62-93602

U 62-93482
b662-93646

- 62-93636 b7c

- 62-93483
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!
’

r?

V

- 62-93484

- 62-93498

- 62-93597
[77-31169
- 62-93628

]- 62-93834

62-93526

5
1 62-93624

]- 62-93626

- 62-93496

162-93495
- 62-93647

inmmimmmmQmztmm* An

"T?d-

- 62-93621
- 62-93565

nchorage
62-93489

p52-93518

DR. JOSEPH HARRISOH SHELTON,. Seward - 62-93494

POSTER RAYMOND SIMS. Pabier - 62-95603
|- 62-93617
- 62-93670

[ 62-93568

I 62-95643
177-44306

U 62-93644

b6
hi C

All other cases on which preliminary reports have been

submitted and Bureau authority requested to conduct an interview, numbering

36 at this writing, have been assigned and Agents are presently on road trips

attempting to locate and interview them.

Preliminary reports on 30 additional potential Stay Behind

Agents have been submitted to the Bureau with a request for authority to

interview them*

Cases on 31 individuals have been closed and the individuals

themselves not recommended in view of information contained in the 3ureau files,

information received here from confidential informants or information contained

in the Anchorage files.

- 3 -
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As is noted above, continued efforts mil be made to
obtain additional potential Agents but in the interests of completing as

many as possible in the least possible time with the limited personnel at
hand, this is being deferred until those concerning whom we have had authority
to interview have been contacted and closing reports submitted*

It is noted that we have been able to make several inter-
views in such towns in strategic areas as Seward, Fairbanks, Anchorage and
Palmer* However, we are now finding that persons to be interviewed reside
in isolated sections and must be sought out one by one. This is consuming
a considerable amount of time, in a number of instances, such persons do not
live in areas covered by the established airlines and it is necessary to
contact bush pilots on a charter basis so that the Agents can be flown in,
waited for and flown out. In some cases it will be necessary to wait until

trappers, hunters or other persons in isolated sections come into Anchorage
or Fairbanks, where we have resident agencies, to be interviewed. Such
persons have no contact whatsoever with the outside world and Agent personnel
would not be utilized efficiently if it were detailed to spend a protracted
period of time hunting them up one at a time.

It is noted also that this office has been hampered in
its efforts to make contacts and interviews in the country surrounding
Glenn Allen, Tok Junction and Big Delta by the severe cold. In this area
in the past several weeks the temperature has been between 50 and 60 degrees
below zero, making travel extremely hazardous*

III. TRAINING Referral/Consult

Comments concerning training in this program have been
made in Bureau letter of November 29, 1950, Anchorage letter of December 5,

1950, and ae nf .Tamwrv ft

it is noted that

Also with reference to training of the agents when this

program reaches that stage, it is contemplated that all agents be fingerprinted
and photographed in order that this identifying data will be available to the
Bureau and to the administration of this program*

- 4 -
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IT, COMMUNICATIONS

Referral/Consult

Proposed method of handling radio communications ivas set
out in Anchorage letter of December 18, 1950, and comments concerning a review
of it by the radio experts in the FBI Laboratory were returned bv Bureau letter
of January 51. 1951. f

It is noted that almost all radio installations in the
territory of Alaska will be in isolated and rugged terrain and it is suggested
that possibly more than one man should be detailed to operate each radio.

This suggestion is augmented by the fact that in almost every case the radio
will need a power unit inasmuch as electricity will not be available. It is

felt that more than one man will be needed to make such a radio installation
mobile or, if it is stationary, to man it for protracted periods of time,
likewise, it is felt that two men would have a better opportunity for survival,
both against an enemy and against the rigors of this climate if they were able
to work together. Referral/Consult

In addition to radio communication, it is possible that
a ground to air radio contact may be set up. However, in view of the fact

Communication by courier has been considered but it is

pointed out that such relays will be slow to the point of being almost
useless. In addition to this, in the winter courier by snowshoes and dog
teams will be impossible in many sections. Referral/Consult

It is noted that considerable time and effort will be

necessary to transport radios, power units and necessary accessories to

each point of location. The summer is the only season which lends itself
to this function. In view of this . it is suggested that the Bureau may

(

desire to point out to the
\

' that almost a

whole year will be lost if something is not done in this respect during

the summer of 1951,

Likewise, it is noted that summer is the best and only
^’practicable time to carry in materials, build caches and draft maps of the

||
same. If this project is not started in 1951, it will almost necessarily

I have to Tbe put off until 1952,
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Y. CACKEITG

Inasmuch as considerable caching of supplies , arms

,

ammunition, gasoline, radios and other Arctic survival gear will have to

be done, this office is in the process of compiling a dossier on this

activity. It is noted that though contact has been made with the Army and

Air Force here in the territory, no written material on it has been found.

Hence, we aro compiling our information from various sources such as Fish

and Yfildlife Service? Arctic Survival Unit of the Army, particularly the

Big Delta, Alaska, section? hunters, trappers and other individuals who have

spent much time in the back country. This dossier will contemplate the

following:

A - Essential items to be cached

1 - Radio parts and equipment
2 - Arms and ammunition and other weapons
3 - Clothing
4 - Medicines
5 - Poods
6 - Gear and supplies necessary for agents* cover such as

traps, prospectors tools

7 - Photographic equipment
8 - Gear necessary for operation of agents such as field

glasses, cameras where necessary, flashlight,
signal panel, signal mirror and signal flags

9 - Snowshoes and skis where necessary
10 - Gasoline when and where necessary

11 - Explosives
12 - Camp gear

B - Places for caching

1 - In lakes , streams and rivers
2 - In caves

3 - In ground
4 - Stilted caches
5 - In trees

6 - In cabins

C - Marmar of sealing or making weather tight the cached materials

1 - In sealed cans
2 - In water and moisture proof foil
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3 - In boxes where oache is not exposed to the elements
4 - Canvas or burlap where suitable and caohe is not

exposed to the elements

D - Trapping and marking caches

1 - Marking same on detailed maps
2 - lurking same by directions based on natural terrain

barriers and bounds
3 - By personal knowledge of person making cache

E - Amount of caching materials

1

- Amounts necessary to sustain life of one person for

an arbitrary term of 2 years

F - Choosing cache locations

1 - General knowledge of the Stay Behind Agent
2 - Aid of an expert examining the locale in which a cache

is desired

G - Methods of transporting supplies to cache location

1 - Flying them in
2 - By railroad in certain instances
3 - By water
4 - By packing them in

H - The building of caches
Referral/Consult

1 - By the Stay Behind Agent himself

2 - By experts in this field

It is realized that quite possibly thef
"

f
However, this phase is being considered by this office

xnasmuch as ii appears that time is of the essence and if the program in
this respect is not accelerated and something done on it during the summer
of 1951, it will have to be deferred until the summer of 1952 because of

weather, terrain and other evident obstacles natural to this territory*
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VI. LIFE AND SUPPLY LINE

As has been noted in the reports received by the Bureau
in connection with interviews of those individuals who have been recommended
as Stay Behind Agents, it is set out whether such individual is able to
operate or owns an airplane. In this regard consideration has been given to
the establishment of a lifeline for the Stay Behind Agents. It will be
necessary, of course, to supply them from time to time with arms, ammunition,
food, clothing and other gear necessary to the success of this endeavor and
essential to the existence of the agents.

This office is making a study of the most logical
mountain passes, air routes and logical spots for landing by pontoons,
skis and wheels. These routes, of course, will necessarily emanate from
positions in the territory of Alaska and possibly later in Canada which
will be out of the zone of occupation.

Whi le an effort has been made to obtain any type of
written material on such a project, none has been found. Hence, our
sources thus far have been the Fish and Wildlife Service, which habitually
flies over all of this country in bush type aircraft. We are also contacting
the CAA here which has detailed maps of all of the country in which we are
interested. In addition, we are also obtaining information from bush
pilots, big game guides who own planes and prospectors who own planes
in order that we may ultimately have a complete dossier on this field.

Referral/Consult
In this regard, it is probably contemplated thatf

hP
xexu -cnat sucn a study snouict De maae even tnougn it is axscaraea. at a
later date.

In connection with this project or if the Air Force
provides the plane service, necessary gasoline caches will have to be made
at various places in the territory inasmuch as the type of plane (bush
aircraft) will not be able to fly sorties to all Stay Behind Agent locations
and return to its base without refueling.

Also with reference to this life and supply line, it is-

pointed out that gasoline caches will have to be made during the summer
months in a great part of the territory. If something is not done on this

I phase of the program during the summer of 1951, it necessarily will have
i to be deferred until the following summer.
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Referral/Consult

I

This matter will continue to receive priority attention
and the Bureau will be advised of all developments*
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DIRECTOR
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(2-8-51 NR 081800

X-URGENT

a

3::08 PM . \

Mx
STAGE. SUMMARY OF PROGRAM. TO DATE 134 PERSONS HAVE BEEN CON-

SIDERED AS POTENTIAL STAY BEHIND AGENTSnirTHT^
-
PROGRAM. OF THIS

NUMBER 30 HAVE BEEN INTERVIEWED WITH BUREAU AUTHORITY, CLOSING

REPORT SUBMITTED AND THESE PERSONS RECOMMENDED FOR INCLUSION IN

PROGRAM. AUTHORITY HAS BEEN RECEIVED FROM BUREAU TO .INTERVIEW

42 OTHERS. THESE INTERVIEWS ASSIGNED, BEING MADE AT EARLIEST .

TIME, CLOSING REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS WILL BE MADE. OF

TOTAL NUMBER CONSIDERED 24 ADDITIONAL PRELIMINARY REPORTS HAVE

BEEN' SUBMITTED TO BUREAU WITH RECOMMENDATIONS THAT BUREAU AU-

THORITY BE GRANTED FOR INTERVIEWS. EIGHT MORE PRELIMINARY RE-

PORTS BEING SUBMITTED WITH REQUEST TO INTERVIEW. OF TOTAL

NUMBER, CASES ON THIRTY HAVE BEEN CLOSED BECAUSE OF INFORMATION •

CONTAINED IN BUREAU FILES OR INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM CONFI-
nFMTIAl F MFfiRMMITR THFPF THIRTY Mfl I HMftFR RF I MR ROMRI RFRFD.

" 7 -(or] <“1
RECEIVED: (2-8-51y I 3:21
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If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in

's cryptographic systerasy2(f){
yj
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"The Journal" (Editorial) ,

Ottawa
January IS, 1951

“Alaska and the Russians.

Amid dll our concern about Korea and

Western Europe there has been less talk about

the possibility of invasion of this continent. The
j

Sweetbriar and Musk-ox operations engaged in

by the Canadian Army proved, above all, that

war in the" Arctic and sub-Arctic will be

incredibly difficult and wasteful in men and

resources. The Russians being as well aware of

these conditions as the Canadians and Amer-

icans, the feeling seems to have grown that y
the battle of Democracy vs. Communism, if it

has to be fought, will be decided elsewhere.

The trouble with the Russians is that their

way of though^ does ^hot always follow what

appears a logical pattern to Western eyes. In

receht months, too, we have learned from the

Chinese Communists that threats and warn-

ings may be followed by action, as witness the

surge of Red soldiers from Manchuria after

declarations of their leaders this was about to

happen unless the United Nations’ forces with-

drew.

These facts in mind, it is to be hoped that

military, authorities in Washington and Ot-

tawa have paid attention to -an article in the

Russian Literary Gazette—Russian declarations

appear in the strangest places—which claims

the Americans have turned Alaska into a “land

aircraft carrier” and a military springboard for

aggression against the Soviet Union and the

countries of the Pacific. In brief, the Russian

publication considers 'American Alaska a

menace, and in unkindly thoughts towards that

territory it need not be expected that North-

western Canada is excluded.

And just to prove that its readers will be-

lieve anything
v

about Alaska, the Literary

Gazette goes on to declare that since the pur-

chase of Alaska by the United States in 1367

the high standards of culture, industry and

technique established there by the Russians

have disintegrated under the “notorious West-

ern civilization” brought to the region by

“Yankee militarists”.

This forces us to recall Alexander Baranof, i

the Russian dictator of old> Alaska, seated in

state in his great wooden cas'tle, cannon frown-

ing down on the Thlinket Indians who knew

too well Ihe power of his guns and the weight

of his knout, old Baranof who received with

rum or oaths^ as the spirit moved him, the

Canadian and American fur traders who came

to his territory, some of them having eaten their

snowshoe thongs and moccasins en route. If

Baranof represented culture, industry and fine

technique- we ere prepared, here and now, to

declare we are. sodden clods and Russia" should

have Alaska and all the Barrens.
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ha of possible Iat©r<5Bt in comectioii with the planning

and developssent of.[instant program
.
’In Alaska, there 'are enclosed

two photostatic -copies of a self-explanatory srfciclawhich appeared

in the January 18, j
1951 tsetse of nffce J<mrnal > ® Ottawa$ Canada,

which article wd,e -:p» available by the Bureau’s liaison repre-

sentative 'in Ottdo^*
'

I The above is furnished for your information.
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FROM ANCHORAGE 1-31-51

wfi+RtCTOR

NR 312046 5:21 PM

R^ST/
16Y)N

.URGENT

(&<{*-
JANUARY T2) 0N,|

"AND BULETS (JANUARY 22)

AND BULETS (JANUARY 2

I N THESE LETTERS BUREAU fa0N| I IN THESE LETTERS BUREAU
(

STATES~TN"EVENT| [CONDUCTED BY ANCHORAGE

REFLECT NO DEROGATORY INFORMATION AUTHORITY GRANTED TO CONTACT

AND INTERVIEW. I ACCORDANCE WITH ESTABLISHED POLICY PRELIMINARY

INQUIRIES WERE MADE IN LINE WITH DISCRETION AND SECURITY OF THIS

PROJECT AND REPORT SUBMITTED. BUREAU ADVICE REQUZSIEQJWidEIHER

INDIVIDUALS MAY BE INTERVIEWED WITHOUT FURTHER, PREL I MJ NARYjLN.VEST-

I GAT I QN~TNCT30OS SAME ALREADY MADE.Q&®^?

RECEIVED -31-51^ 5:25 PM LH

ti *

-

f/-w\
'

' J?

to -3uT)

? L C
“**«*’—-

i? ,c sT^- ^^Tua
s '

iMncYfn AR tw
- INDEXED

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in
order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems

j
^ j
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stage, reubrad January thirty obejla&t. review arcborage

REPORTS SUBMITTER SEVEN INDIVIDUALS MENTIONED URRAD REFLECTS

PRELIMINARY. INVESTIGATIONS INCOMPLETE AND CONSISTED OF

CONTACTING VARIOUS INFORMANTS, IN EVERY INSTANCE ONLY ONE

INFORMANT FROM PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE FURNISHED INFORMATION

REGARDING INDIVIDUAL POTENTIAL AGENT. DISCREETLY I

IAS INSTRUCTED. IF NOTHING DEROGATORY

bZ '

blE
’

DEVELOPED, AUTHORITY GRANTED TO INTERVIEW,

WTBsBIN
65-59204

ftlJi

8SBS*3 gJJ
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URGENT

STAGE . SUMMARY OF PROGRAM. TO DATE 41 INDIVIDUALS HA-VE-fiEBL

INTERVIEWED W I TH„BUREALLAUIUQR1IY-AND _CJ_OSJ NG_REPORT SUBIjJJTED

REOIMMENDi NG..THEM, FOR .INCLUSION IN STAY BEHIND AGENT PROGRAM..

'EEL liJIERV 1 EWS--ST ILL- TO. BE. MADE . 30

IHAVE BEEN MADE AND ALL BUT 6 OF THESE SUBMITTED TO
b2

|

b7E

BUREAU IN REPORT FORM WITH RECOMMENDATION THAT BUREAU AUTHORITY

BE GRANTED FOR INTERVIEWS. 34 ADDITIONAL PERSONS HAVE BEEN

CONSIDERED FOR THIS PROGRAM BUT RECOMMENDED UNFAVORABLY IN VIEW

OF INFORMATION IN- BUREAU FILES, INFORMATION IN ANCHORAGE FILES

^loR DATA RECEIVED FROM CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS. LETTER DATED

(£ (fFEBRUARY 13~)LAST GIVING RECAPITULATION OF STATUS OF PROGRAM

^EN-ROUTE. PROGRAM CONTINUING TO RECEIVE PRIORITY.

RECEIVED: >-15-51jPl(uj 4:06 PM RTL <4

l/fi

o. 6 .* V ^

— - ' ~AR3*Q3f/jn_
' L—

oo

If thev^^^ri-ig^ce contained in the above message is to he disseminated
u^outsidetoe Byr^aL it is suggested that it he suitably paraphrased in

(#
or4®A0^.&btecLJ*e Bureau's cryptographic systemsy^V^

l
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FROM ANCHORAGE 2-23-51

f
j
STAGE. STATUS OF PROGRAM. FORTY FIVE PERSONS HAVE BEEN

INTERVIEWED, RECOMMENDED AND CLOSING REPORTS SUBMITTED TO

BUREAU TO DATE. TWENTY FOUR ADDITIONAL INTERVIEWS AUTHORIZED

BY BUREAU AND ATTEMPTS BEING MA'DE TO LOCATE AND HANDLE.

PRELIMINARY REPORTS ON TWENTY THREE ADDITIONAL PERSONS HAVE

BEEN FORWARDED TO BUREAU WITH RECOMMENDATION THAT AUTHORITY

BE GRANTED TO INTERVIEW. THIRTY FIVE PERSONS HAVE BEtN

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitab-ly^paraphrased in
order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systemf

MR®. 1$5
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FROM ANCHORAGE! 2-1-51

SECTOR

DECODED COI

(U)

NR 012200

IT
•%q>

^f^ECTC

5:36 PM.

URGENT

Q>

ffiftSCJj

STAGE. SUMMARY OF PROGRESS. AUTHORITY TO INTERVIEW VARIOUS

PROSPECTIVE STAYBEHIND AGENTS HAS BEEN RECEIVED FROM THE BUREAU

AND ALL ASSIGNED FOR IMMEDIATE INVESTIGATION. TWENTY PERSONS HAVE

BEEN INTERVIEWED WITH BUREAU AUTHORITY, RECOMMENDED BY THE ANCHOR-

AGE DIVISION AND CLOSING REPORTS SUBMITTED TO BUREAU. OTHER

INTERVIEWS BEING MADE DAILY BY THREE AGENTS WORKING FULL TIME

AND TWO ADDITIONAL AGENTS WORKING PART TIME. IT IS NOTED MANY

INTERVIEWEES ARE TRAPPERS, PROSPECTORS OR OTHERWISE ENGAGED IN

VOCATIONS WHICH NECESSITATES THAT THEY RESIDE IN BACK COUNTRY

WHERE INACCESSIBLE EXCEPT BY CHARTER PLANES, FISH AND WILD LIFE

PLANE OR SNOW SHOES. BITTER COLD AND DIFFICULT FLYING WEATHER MAKt

CERTAIN OF THESE TRIPS HAZARDOUS AND SLOW. CLOSING REPORTS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS OF ANCHORAGE -OFF ICE WILL BE SUBMITTED AS SOON AS

ADD I TONAL INTERVIEWS MADE. ADDITIONAL PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS

BEING MADE ON NEW PROSPECTIVE AGENTS, REPORTS BEING COMPILED AND

WILL BE SUBM I TTEDJ MMED I ATELYvn/ I

outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it he suitably paraphrased in
order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic system<OuJu:
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^Referral /Consult

STAGE*

(U

$
MATTER*

5:38 PM

(o

r"*

/ BUREAU ADVICE REQUESTED RE THIS^

RECEIVED: (^2-23-51,/ 15:38 PM MW

UNDERLINED PORTION OBTAINED FROM GARBLE. AWAITING CORRECTION*
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sf iffin
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r
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RECORDED - 73
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If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suit£T5Iy paraphrased in
order to protect the Bureau 1 s cryptographic systems^.
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Hr. A. H. Belm

UNITED MAiito GOVERNMENT

FROM :

SUBJECT:

DATE: February 26.
, 1951

V. P. Keay ,^V -f
r cp AiiiNFOPMHic-n corrrw

r
-

5TAY-B3HIND AGEHT3 PROGRAH IN

RECOH- ENDATION

/ cl8«BV

[
OlavlnT

IK Nichols)

Referral/ Consult
It is recommended that the attached letter be
to the SAC. Anchorage advising him that the

pter also advises or other
in connection with the Esc
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To : Director, FBI

F^M : SAC, Anchorage

date: February 28, 1951

PERSONAL MD GQKFgSENTlAL

SUBJECT: ‘-^PROPOSED P1MJEQR-JNIELLIGBNCE -
COVERAGE IN ALASKA IN EVENT OF INVASION

x
(STAY-BEHIND AGENT PROGRAM) "

.nT
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(Buttle (65-59264) ^ -
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Referral/ Consult

Date: February 23, 1951

7vot.'A John El, •xr Hoover - Director, Fe l<sro\ -urouu of 1 .vccti.m c.uiori

Subjects
Referral/ Consult

The infor.rjition containcl i . the enclosure should be brought

to the attention or the

You should, of ecirse, be alert to report to the urc.au

—

any iiu’or Kitlon which .,iay be brought to t. our attention by the

-.Licit relates to the sabjo - b letter of tie enclosure*

o5*»593u4

Enclosures
cc-Foreini Service Desk
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cc - 100-343OAV is
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SAC, Anchorage February 27, 1951

Director, FBI

ADJUnSmTIVE - SBA PROGRAM

C.-f ;
> _

b6
,'M ; ; I A A. -

- b7C
i

'

'• 1 L

report of SA
There are transmitted herewith two copies of the

dated 2-6-51 at Anchorage*

Instant report should be rewritten, in accord with
Bureau instructions contained in Bulet 1-11-51 and Burad
2-20-51 entitled "Stage* , in order to delete the objectionable
phraseology contained in the synopsis and paragraph two, as
underlined, on page one of the report* As you are aware, it
nay be necessary to disseminate copies of lids report in the
future and under no circumstances should the report erroneously
reflect that instant program has been discussed with va.ri.oua

informants and contacts. Furnish an original and two copies
of the corrected report to the Bureau immediately. All in-
correct copies of the report should then be destroyed by the
Anchorage Offlee.

be
b7C

There are also enclosed two copies of a Loyalty
Form received at the Bureau during July 1948* which contains
background information concerning I L who may pos-
sibly be identical with captioned individual.

be
b7C

Tolson

-all

Oleu-Jj

Glavln

Lichols__

Rosen

Tracy

Tele. r.ooa__

Leise

Tour attention is directed to the report of SA
Albert Rundbaken dated 10-19-48 at Anchorage, entitled "Detention
of 17 Little Diomede Island Eskimos By Russian Authorities on
Big Diomede Island, August 6, 1948$ Security Matter - R."
On page 3 of the cited report, information is set forth to the
effect that the Little Diomede Eskimos had been questioned by

operator ofthe Russian authorities concerning]
a small freight ship and questions were asked concerning the
places to which he sailed and If he ever went to Point Barrow*
It is noted questions, were asked about individuals who were
friendly with| and inquiries were made relative to the
tonnage of his vessel.

\L

Enclosures
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As it appear* that)

Kith captioned individual* am
is possibly- identical

as xu is apparent that the
Russian authorities know his identity and have expressed, an
interest in his activities and associates* authority is not
being granted to contact and he should not be given
further consideration in connection with instant prograa.

It is imperative that the indices of the Anchorage
Office be thoroughly checked prior to submitting reports of
this type* Tou should immediately call this natter to the
attention of the Special Agents handling this program so that
the initial report submitted till contain all information of
relevancy concerning the individual under consideration as a
Stay-behind Agent.



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

^Office ISAemumnaum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

Mr. R. T. Eaxbo'iC^V

CA/
Mr. I. vf. Conrad

Decemfc 29, 1950

subject: ^Aproposed Plan, for Tntell-igpmrip ..Coverage
in Alaska in Event of Invasion

QTIAI,

' .

Reference is made to the attached letter from Anchorage dated
December 18, 1950, transmitting a map outlining a proposed method of
radio communications from various Agents located around strategic areas in
Alaska to a central control station.

Ihe above mentioned letter requests views touching on the radio
aspects of this problem from the Radio and Electrical Section.

This Section observes that a mobile radio headquarters unit would
afford (1) additional security over a fixed station from the direction find-
ing standpoint, (2) closer physical operation to the actual stay-behind
Agents than a .permanently located fixed station and (3) less desirable
technical facilities than that afforded by a fixed station. This means that
receiving antennas will be inferior to those which could be provided at a
fixed station and outgoing messages would not have the advantage of higher
power transmitters which could be utilized from such fixed locations.
However, it appears that the weight of advantage is in favor of a mobile
type operation, working as close to the stay-behind operators as possible
in order to shorten the length of their communications lines, it being nm n+^H

. mrh that, thair 1 n probably! I

Referral/ Consult

As a suggestion for the SAC, it is pointed out that the possibilities
of these Agents working into fixed locations at least while such fixed
military locations exist, should not be overlooked inasmuch as such operations
would prove to be more satisfactory from a purely technical standpoint.

Regarding equipment, this is to advise that the Bureau has no stock
on hand which is suitable for equipping a considerable number of undercover
radio operators. In the event such a program is envisioned which would
necessitate the EBI acquiring such equipment, it is believed that immediate
steps should be taken to put such planning into effect 'inasmuch as our
ability to acquire electronic equipment during war time will be necessarily
lmlted. It would appear, however, that the military would be in the best
position to handle all equipment including a variety of radio crystals which >would assist in not only extending the time during which they could operate
without being detected and located by direction finding equipment but also
it would assist in establishing radio contact with the headquarters station.

In connection with the possibility of eneny detection of undercoverradio operations once the location is overrun, it is ny ooin^on*. based on past

Attachment • U'
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experience that these Agents will be highly expendable inasmuch as initial
detection by military radio receivers operating in the area would be followed
immediately by portable direction finding operations which are capable of
pin pointing the operating transmitter with a high degree of accuracy. I am
assuming that the Russians will have basic knowledge of direction finding
operations which is comparable to our information and -that which was available
to Hie Germans during the past war.

Finally, there is no doubt in my mind that radio jamming operations
by the Russians would follow an actual invasion, if not immediately, certainly
shortly thereafter. The enemy ' s objective would possibly be primarily
concerned with the jamming of mi litary communications networks and secondarily
radar networks. liasmuch as this sbay—behind Agent operation would be on a
more limited scale and actual time on the air would be of fairly short
duration, it can be assumed that the jamming process mig^it not be applied
for some time. The most vulnerable part of the operation from the jamming
standpoint would be that of the central station by virtue of the fact that
it would be on the air more of the time thus making detection easier by
Russian radio receiving equipment and further, that it would be employing
higher poiver which would add to the ease of detection. Once the enemy has
established that this circuit was a military or closely allied operation
hen it can be assumed that it would become a target for both direction
finding work, with a resultant search by personnel or by bombing planes ard
secondarily assuming that these methods failed jamming procedures would be
applied. In this event jamming would be resorted to in an effort to disrupt
any communications attempted over the established circuits.

_ #

These comments and observations are based upon the present rather
limited knowledge which I have of the contemplated operations.

ACTION: Referral/ Consult

, Supervisor IT. T. Baker is handling this program at the Seat of
/ Government, however, prior to his answer to the attached letter it will be
1 necessary to (1) add comments from the Cryptanalysis Rent-? rm

(a) call letters and (b) codes. [21 \

las well aa
such a mobile radio station

Iregaming t.he ns<=> of

blD
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AH File 65-298

1. Equipment
Referral /Consult

It is noted that some of the potential agents already contacted
have radio equipment. Accent will he given to choosing other agents who
have such equipment. This likewise can be used. For those agents who
do not have equipment, the same will necessarily have to be furnished by
the FBI

.

2. Frequencies

It is suggested that a minimum of four frequencies be given each

agent. Ihis will entail furnishing all agent radio transmitting sets ’with

at least four crystals. It is further suggested that two of these crystals
be for day transmission and two for night transmission, it being noted that

transmission and reception in the Territory of Alaska is very inconsistent
and quite probably more than one frequency will have to be used during one
transmission from various points in the territory. Likewise, it is noted
that the frequencies more adaptable to the various locations wall have to

be determined by tests which can be run after the system is installed.

3. Call Letters

It is suggested that different call letters be given to all
stations and that these call letters be changed on a daily basis in order
that any monitor or any station will not become well acquainted with a fixed
call signal.

4. Codes

It is suggested that a uniform code cannot be used for all stations
inasmuch as action of a quisling nature, corruption of one agent or capture

of one station will place the code in the hands of the enemy. It is

suggested that possibly this could be circumvented by the use of pads

similar to those presently in use by the Bureau or a different code for

each station.

5. Initiative in Calling

It is suggested that in considering the correspondence between the

agents and the Control Station that the ^agents make the initial call with
the control station monitoring the agents radio frequencies. In this manner
the agent will only call when he has something to report. Otherwise he can

make a sign of life call periodically on possibly a weekly basis.

Us e oi

It is suggested that discussions be had at the "ashington

Referral/Consult
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AN File 65-298

level and with the
,

I in order

that the mobile unit can be usee
This will not be neoe s_sary at the inception of. this urogram, inasmucJx-S-s
all necessary tests - trial runs ... etc..—nan be mde from various points on

listed above.^on-J;he_Ala sjean_ side

»

However

,

it is boinved oux vhat x;estsshouid be made at as many points as possible

on the^ the Alaskan
side to determine the quality of reception and transmission.

I

It is requested that this entire matter of radio communication
be studied by the radio men in the laboratory and for criticisms, comments,
and observations made available to this office.

It is requested that in making the comments the radio experts
touch on the point of the danger of the enemy detecting and locating
clandestine radio stations which are well hidden in the roughest kind of

t mountainous and wooded terrain, which terrain will not be accessible by
roads or otherwise.

I

It is also requested that the radiomen touch on the point of the
possibility of the enemy jamming the agents station or the control station.

3



SAC, Anchorage

Director, ESI

January 2, 1951

p— £~2yAL AETOairs

PCniED 11227 FCr: II5IEELIOEKCS CTVETAGE IN
£L*SKA II. 27V ’JT-172 -T inVASICI
(Atay-behind Agent Rrograa)

reurlet 12-5-50 and Eulet of 12-16-50,

It is noted that urlet of 12-5-50 was an interin report on
the progress being node in instant program and that Bureau contents
were solicited as to the selection of agents and the proposed training
program submitted by your office for Atay-behind Agents*

The proposed training program is being reviewed and modified
at the Bureau and the FBI Laboratory is tasking the necessary preparations
for appropriate instruction in secret inks and coded messages. You
will be promptly informed of the Bureau’s planned training program
in this regard.

In connection with the selection of Atay-behind Agents,
you made inquiry as to whether individuals should be considered as
potential Gtay-behind Agents if they have had prior military service
or been employed by the U* S* Government* It is observed you recommended
that men with prior military service not be excluded from consideration
since it has come to your attention that many of them have the essential
knowledge, stamina and experience in Alaska required for Ctay-behind
Agent material*

In previous correspondence, you were instructed to take into
consideration the fact that a selected Stay-behind Agent may be
immobilized, liquidated or deported immediately by the Soviets in the
event hs falls within any of the categories known to have been deported
or liquidated by the Soviets in their occupation of the Baltic States
and Eastern Poland. Individuals singled out for arrest by the Soviets
after the invasion of the Baltic region of Europe included, among
many others, employees of the forestry service. Government jjffiqials_
and civil servants as well as officers, military judges and volunteers
of national armies* ~

* * ' . , - t'X. *

Tolson_

Ladd

Clegg

Nlchols_

I
Rosen

Tracy

I

Balmont

safari
lele. Room

I

Nease

Gandy

• \) u

lour attention has been called to the fact that the- best ^
btay-behind Agents in* urban, areas from the standpoint of long' range

‘
•

survival would be unskilled or semi-skilled workmen not .ehg&gfed in’any
of the occupafciOhd indicate^

,
^bove and .who were not officials of labor

unions* ‘ / T? £
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It is suggested, therefore, that consideration of individuals
as btay-bebind /.seats in urban areas who have previous military service
or have previously been employed by the F* L-. Covamrisnt be held in
abeyance until this program of recruitment has progressed further*
If it is determined that adequate coverage cannot be obtained without
utilising individuals in these two groups, the Bureau should be
advised. you nay possibly desire to consider these individuals, however,
in the "reserve pool" of Itay-behind Agents, those who would be
evacuated. Iron* the area of invasion and returned to the area of occupation
at a later date for a specific assignment. /he Bureau interposes no
objection, however, to your considering the selection of htay-behind
Agents with prior military or government service in rural areas.

in connection with tbt reports which are being submitted
currently by the Anchorage Office on individual potential Cfcav-behind

«gents, every effort should be made to submit the full and complete
name of the individual involved instead of rarely using initials for
the first and middle names. Bureau file searches car &l?o be accelerated
if the initial report submitted in these cases contained, complete
personal description. *-hen bureau authority is granted to contact a
potential itay-beliind ..gent, and if s cor plote description is not
previously available, sa^e should be included in the subsequent report
covering the interview of the individual*

By Bureau radiogram of fscember IS, 1950, the Anchorage Office
was authorised to contact seve > individuals whose names had previously
been submitted as potential Atay-behind /gents. Advise Bureau identities
of those who agreed to serve as btay-behind Agents in the event of
invasion. *

- 2 -
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Office Memorandum
TO ' a- /

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: January 6^ 1951

FROM

SUBJECT:

BELMOR

^iROfo.SEMXLAiCfor_jmkelligen-ce, eoierac-e
I'LALMM- IN_TiEjEVE!fT OF INVASION
(Stay-behind Agent Program

)

fill IfiFOPWATIO!! CONTAINED
' 5S5Sfiiv

HEREIN IS CNCLi?S!'£i> nefi~7
1

IMPOSE: ^ ^2l,ClT/
Hoaso

To advise that the proposed training program
for selected Stay-behind Agents in Alaska submitted b ^
the Anchorage office has been reviewed by representative sj, ^ I

of the FBI Laboratory, the Training and Inspection /r^s^VM
Division and the Espionage Section. JaI

To submit proposed recommendations fixing the
responsibility of the FBI in connection with instant
training program

.

Z /->

BACKGROUND:
'

Referral/ Consult

M
As you are awares the Bureau developing

Stay-behind Agents in Alaska. These agenTs are "presently
being selected and will thereafter be trained. These
individuals f it is contemplated s in the event Alaska is
invaded "by Russia} will remain in the enemy occupied area of
Alaska and will be used to secure and supply intelligence
information to the American Armed Forces.

Referral/Consult

/A

In order to definitely fix responsibility in all
phases of this matter. QgjMinJtlL recommended proposals have
been discussed with on a headquarters
level through the liaison section of the Bureau. In this
connection y the Bureau to date has agreed to the following
with respect to the training phase of captioned program;

1 . The FBI will participate in the training of
Stay-behind Agents.

,

8. The FBI will be responsible for furnishing
training relative to security, cover, infor-
mant nets and communications except radio

'
, . communications . /

\ 3. The FBI will furnish training in -the prepar

-

ation of coded messages and secret writing.
Attachment REC0
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The Anchorage office was instructed to furnish

a proposed training program to the Bureau in this regard

for review and approval . By letter dated December 5^

1950j a copy of which is attached , the Anchorage office

submitted a recommended training schedule.

The proposed program submitted has been reviewed

by representatives of the. Training and Inspecbi on Division }

FBI Laboratory and the Espionage Section.

b6
blC

BASIC RECOMMENDATIOHS

1 . as a result of a conference among

HKe "Supervisors in the Training and Inspection

Division pointed out that the training program
should be based on the primary objectives of the

Stay-behind Agents , namely:

Referral/Consult

a. How to avoid detection

.

b. Knowing what intelligence information is

desired and how to get it.

6. Bee oming acquainted with methods of communi

cations to be used between the Stay-behind
Agents and their principal

.

3 . It was also proposed thajt cansiderati on fog

-feft.fi Bureau's training
.

to be used in "connec^FTon WTUK TnsTlant

program TITTbead of utilising Bureau personnel to

handle the direct training of the Stay-behind
Agents

.

In the event the Bureau's part of the training
.

program is to be handled by Bureau personnel 3 it

was pointed out by the Training and Inspection
Division that at the present time there are only

three qualified police instructors assigned to

Anchorage3 two of whom are the Special Agent in

Charge and the Assistant Special Agent in Charge.

3. Representatives of the Training and Inspection
Division and the Espionage Section have pointed

I

out that Stay-behind Agents should be trained on

- 2
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an individual basis . It was agreed that
individual training for Stay-behind Agents is

sound training technique from the standpoint

of security and is essential for the
;
protection

of the potential informant nets.

be suggesTeE
|

given to the

lat through liaison with
-on. a headquarters level it

-jfh n n n n 9 i r? q rrt± i. rm hs-

iureau

Referral/ Consult

-braining of Stay-betiina Jigenvs in vne suojeoi

listed hereinafter. It could be pointed out

that the operation of the program will be of
paramount interest to the military and Since
it is believed that the training should be

on an individual basis, the d±XL£n± tjzalzJjm

of the StgAJ-behf/nd Agents

iservei

Referral/Consult

out that a sut

accrue to the
behind Agentsl

jmrrm xmrnrg in manpower would
II if the in^tructi^ of the Stay

-

In every phase of the training program, the element

of security will be emphasised

.

It is contemplated that the training of individual
Stay-behind Agents will .hp. a f fffn 7)rc Alaska at a

locati on agreed upon by in

Alaska and the SAC, Ancnoragn

It is recognised that the reoommended curriculum
set out below will serve only as a basis for the

training to be given by the FBI but that the extent

of training in specific subjects will depend upon
the background and capabilities of the individual
Stay-behind Agent.

- 3 -



The proposed curriculum, of the training to be

handled by the FBI, as suggested by the Anchorage office^

is set forth belowy with accompanying comments and

observations of reviewing Supervisors at the Bureau

:

REGOMMENBM CURRICULUM

1 . Ind oc tri napbion of Agents

a. Give purpose of Stay-behind network
b. Obligation of agents to the country
c. Necessity for the network
d. Determination of the country, the military

and the principal to hold Alaska
e. Suggested number of trainees — all agent®

f. Suggested time for training — 1 hour

Comments

It is believed that nothing should be said about

"informant networks" to the Stay-behind Agent

except as relates to his own personal sub-agents

and informants. The over-all contemplated informant

espionage set-up, as a security measure , should not

Referral/Consult be called to the attention of the individual Stay-

behind Agent. The TzmiLUlIL and Inspection Divis ion
Rn.nnp.stp.d that tfoe I I

It is so proposea.

2. qr^gjjf^ar^on of Espionage Sjqstem

a. General background of informant networks

b. Outline of the various types of espionage
systems

c. Suggested number of trainees — all agents

d. Suggested time of training — 5 hours

Comments

The Training and Inspection Division has questioned

the need of' this instruction. It was pointed out

that a knowledge of "various types of espionage systems

would be of little value to the Stay-behind Agents

and that the more information of this nature imparted

4 -



through instruction, the greater would be the
security risk in the event one or more of the
Stay-behind Agents were captured . It is proposed
that this topic be deleted from the curriculum .

3. Bushian MJAtarp Sjistem of FerretUig out Esjpiona^e
Agents and How to Avoid Same

a. Background of Russian Internal Security System
b. Background of Russian formed espionage system
o. Russian military procedure in invaded territory
d. Soviet personalities
e. Suggested number of trainees — all agents
f. Suggested time of training — 8 hours

Comments

The Training and Inspection Division has questioned
the need of this training and has suggested that the
topic be changed to Russian Military System of
Ferreting Out Espionage Agents," and that emphasis
be placed only on Russian military procedure in
invaded territory . Further, that the balance of the
suggested subject matter under Part 3 above be omitted.
It is believed, however, that basic instruction should
be given to, Stay-behind Agents so they may be able

,

for example, to recognise the activities of the MSB,
the G-RU (Red Army Intelligence ) , and the MVD (Russian
Internal Security Police). By being prepared to
identify the presence of a Russian intelligence service
in an occupied territory and to report on their
activities would without question be of benefit to
the Armed Forces of the U.S. From a practical stand-
point, the presence of important Soviet personalities
in an occupied area would certainly be of value to the
Air Force which' could possibly, upon receipt of the
identity and location of a well known Soviet personality
from a Stay-behind Agent, bomb the indicated target or
location . It is proposed, therefore, that the topics
in this category be included in the instruction to be
given -to stay-behind Agents.

5
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4. Basic Tro/tnixi <7 in Use of Russian

a. Provide the trainees with inexpensive but
adequate Russian -English dictionaries

b. Place accent on Russian military terms
c. Suggested number of trainees — all agents
d. Suggested time of training — 16 hours

Comments

Supervisor P. A. Napier of the Translation Unit has
pointed out that basic training in the use of the
Russian dictionary is of limited value unless extensive
language training is given ; further, that it would
be necessary to 'know the Russian alphabet before the
dictionary could be used; that the printed letters
of the alphabet are different from the script letters;
and that the possession of identical dictionaries
would constitute a security hazard. Mr. Napier does
not believe this training is feasible considering
the time element available . He pointed out that an
average student would require at least too weeks of
concentrated study to merely become acquainted with
the Russian alphabet.

AUPf/VJPS Off

It is doubted that Oreat/\Russian troops would be
used in an invasion of Mlaska . In observing operations
in Korea at the present time, it appears that Chinese
troops make up the bulk of the enemy attacking forces.

Due to the proximity of Siberia to the Territory of
Alaska, it is assumed that Russia might probably
utilise troops from the Siberian area which would
include the H0ng 0j 3 Uzbek, Kazakh, etc. these
groups do not necessarily speak Russian but have
their individual languages and dialects, it is not
believed that training in the use of the Russian
Dictionary would be practical.

Special attention, however, is directed to point (b)
above suggesting instruction on Russian military
terms. It is proposed that instruction be given on
Recognition of Standard Soviet Markings on Equipment
jand materials and Recognition of Uniforms and Insignia.

1
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Referral /Consult

Referral /Consult

a. Radio correspondence ground to plane

b. Radio correspondence between agent and

principal .

c . Suggested number of trainees — selected agents

"i d. Suggested tine of training -- 10 hours

a. Tyves of secret inks

b. How agent can manufacture secret inks

c. Use of reagents
d. Suggested number of trainees — selected agents

e. Suggested time of training — 8 hours

Commenti

This subject matter has been discussed with Mr.

D. J. Parsons of the FBI Laboratory. Mr. Parsons

advised that the Laboratory is now prepared to

give the necessary instruction and various inks

I

are being prepared in this regard. Mr. Parsons

vointed out that 8 hours instruction per selected

agent would be suffic ient for Uis nf training

and that in the event\
[

/approximately o

{days would He needed Jor secret inks and an additional

n-p k kmiff for written codes. In the actual
mdjjswduld be neeaea jor secret, unn,

[period of 5 days for written codes.

7
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instruction given to Stay-behind Agents , the

practical aspects of this topic should be emphasised

,

that is, actual practice in coding and encoding

messages and use of inks. Stay-behind Agents should

also receive instruction as to the proper manner of
preparing a summary type , effectively worded message.

Oovepr Storiê , Pretexts^ jDecejpti_on and Securnrbji

a. Need for identity and necessary reason for
agent’s presence in a particular locality

.

b. Methods of advising principal if agent has

been identified as such, corrupted and forced
to operate as double agent

c. Methods of concealing secret codes , maps

,

implements and supplies

d. Methods of destroying espionage gear to avoid

detection and same falling into hands of enemy

e. Suggested number of trainees -- all agents

f. Suggested time of training — 8 hours

Oorments

The subject matter of this topic is pertinent, how-

ever, the title of same is being changed to "Deception

and Security." The Training and Inspection Division

has suggested that in connection with instant topic,

a short" lecture be included on "What can be concealed

on the personP "; further, that a short discussion on

"How to detect and lose surveillances" be added. It

is proposed that instruction be included on "What can

be concealed on the person ", however, that the dis-

cussion of "Now to detect and lose surveillances" be

limited to a discussion of what the Stay-behind Agent
should do and how he should act in case he is placed
under surveillance by the Russians. Hunters and

trappers will be used as Stay-behind Agents in rural

areas where surveillances would not be a problem.

The urban areas will probably be decimated and limited

to Russian Army establishments which would also limit

any problems arising from surveillances

.

- 8 -



Methods for Agents to Use in Selecting and Tj-afnvng

Sjfb^agentg and Infojgjiants

a. Necessity for security
b. Careful direction for exact mission
c. '^CThat agent divulge no data regarding the Stay-

behind Agent network
d. Care in selecting sub-agents and informants

e. Availability of desired information to sub-agent

f. Methods of transmitting information from sub-agent
to agent

g. Suggested number of trainees -- all agents

h. Suggested time of training — 10 hours

Comments

For effective operation of the Stay-behind Agesnt

program and in order to provide for the necessary
resulting adequate coverage , the subject matter of
this topic is probably one of the most important.
It is proposed, however, .that point (c) above not be

mentioned during the course of instruction . As

previously pointed out, Stay-behind Agents dxould

not know one another' s identity, and should not be

informed of the existence of the Stay-behind Agent
or "espionage network" . It is proposed that a dis-
cussion on t/hat to do when someone approaches agent

with proposition to act as a sub-agent or informants"
be included.

It is also proposed that in connection with this

subject matter, instruction should be provided on

action to be taken when the Stay-behind Agent is

"uncovered” by the Russians in order to continue
the use of the sub-agents and informants that the

Stay-behind Agent has developed.

The necessity of security will be emphasised in this

matter especially as relates to the 77contacts " effected
by the Stay-behind Agent to develop his individual
informant or sub-agent network.



Referral/Consult

Adjnjjii strati on of Plan from Agents Point of View

a* Data re food caches to which he will have access
b. Data re materials needed
c* How to request needed equipment and supplies
d. Suggested number of trainees — all agents
e * Suggested time of training — 1 hour

Comments

The Training and Inspection Division has pointed
out that the items to be covered in instant topic
SflO II 2 Ci

1 -i -m i -fr& r? n -kmtnh-k h it izh & WRT

10* Suggested additions to CurricuJMm

a. The Trail id Insvectioii Sjjjjsign has suggested

Referral /Consult

Comments

Referral/Consult
It is proposed that uiquirv be made thrgui

/ ' b* Instructor N . A. hats on of the Trainii
Inspection Division has informed thai

2
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Referral/ Consult

Comments

Referral/ Consult

c. It is noted the suggested curriculum submitted
by Anchorage does not reflect instruction on

lohat information of an intelligence nature would
be desired in the event Alaska is invaded . It
is proposed , therefore 3 that an additional topic
be included in the training program entitled
",Intelligence Information Desired from Enemy
Occupied Area", since transmittal to the agent
of requests on specific intelligence targets may
not be possible at the outset of the occupation

.

It is further^ proposed that

d. Wo mention is made in the suggested curriculum
submitted by Anchorage relative to the subject
of "Photography"

,

Referral /Consult

In previous discussions

i

i

— a



ACTIM: Referral/Consult

It is
approved for discussion
headquarte

r

s levels,

ihS. Bureau

J

recommended thal^ the above proposals be
through liaison on a

Spe^^caJ^p, it is recommended that

Referral/Consult

Thereafter, the Anchorage office should be informed
of the specific responsibilities recognised by the Bureau in
connection with the training phase of this program and provided
with the curriculum approved "by the Bureau in/this regard.

- 12
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64'

Office lAetrtwrmc&UfB • united

TO

FrB^I :

SUBJECT:

Director, FBI

SAC, Anchorage

PROPOSED PLAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE
IN AIASKA. IN THE EVENT OF INVASION

(ST&Y-BEHXHD AGMT PROGRAM) ramssms) nY^
GN U U ..W

Reference is made to Bulet dated 11-29-50. «3C(sdSl.s1

There is set out hereinafter an interim report on the Stay-
Behind Agent Program, indicating its status in this Division, progress
being made and certain difficulties which have been encountered.

Referral/Consult
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SELBCT1 Oil OP AGENTS

There has been no intention to set or limit the number of potential

agents selected, inasmuch as it is v/ell-knovm that a number of our prospects
upon contact v/ill decline to act; a number ivill be found to lack qualifications
trhich v/e desire; and some, no doubt, T/ill be qualified and agree to act and

then later change their minds*

It is recommended that men with prior military service not be

excluded from this program inasmuch as in considering the best prospects v;ho

2



have come to our attention v;e find many of them have had military service,
likewise, these men have the qualifications, stamina and knowledge which is
heing sought. Also, certain of then are bush pilots and own airplanes;
certain of them ov/n shortwave radios and are able to operate the same; and
some are licensed big game guides or have other qualifications from whi ch
excellent results could be expected. Also a number of these ex-military men
are located in the wilderness as hunters, trappers, etc., and would be caught
there in case of invasion and would have to stay in the Territory. This they

know. It is the opinion of the military and other individuals with whom I

have talked and in whose judgment I have confidence, that it will be virtually
impossible to clear out all inhabitants from the interior or even find them
and such persons could be used to excellent advantage. JEt is reque.stecLthat

/ the Bureau-comment on this particular-jangle... A loss of ex-servicemen would
v probably deprive the program of some of its best material.

It is also recommended that persons who are or have been employed
bpr the Federal Government not be excluded from participation in the Stay-
Behind Agent Program. It is noted that probably such persons as employees
of the Fish and Wildlife Service, CAA and other federal employee groups have
the best knowledge of the interior of the Territory of Alaska as compared
with any other persons. By the same token, a number of the Fish and Wildlife
men with whom I am personally acquainted fit the qualifications of prospective
agents better than any persons we have considered thus far. It is recommended

y/that the Bureau comment concerning this group.

(

The selection of prospects for stay-behind agents has been made and
will continue to be made from personnel known to the agents assigned to this
division and with the advice of individuals whose integrity is thought to be
unimpeachable. This latter group includes such persons as" Judge AUTHOIC J.
DIIIQJD, Federal Judge, Anchorage, Alaska; Judge HARRY PRATT, Federal Judge,
Fairbanks, Alaska, and HOLGSR LARS 21!, Fish and Wildlife Agent, in charge of
the Anchorage Office, Fish and Wildlife Service. In contacting these men,
the real purpose of our inquiry has not been divulged. However, it is noted
here that HOLGSR LARSEN has spent much of his life in the interior of the
Territory of Alaska, is possibly as good a woodsman as there is here, is a man
of the highest integrity and who I am sure would be more than willing to
participate with us in any manner in this program. The services of such a
man should not be lost.

Administrative files are being opened on each prospect obtained
under the 66 classification, using the character ’’Administrative”. It is
believed that some more identifying designation should be used in the
character and is suggested that the Bureau may desire to note the full
character as “Administrative - SBA“ or “Administrative - Eg”, In this manner
the reports can be more easily routed in the Bureau. Any information contained

W *--** *



All File 65-298

in the files of the Anchorage Division or obtained from persons v/ho are

contacted on the highest confidential basis will be included in the report
in accordance with instructions from the Bureau in referenced letter.

Ihere is set out hereinafter a complete list of the persons
-
who

are being considered at this time as prospective stay-behind agents. It

is noted that none of these individuals has been contacted by agents here

in connection with this program and it is recommended that they not be con-

tacted until the preliminary investigative report is sent in, the program

has progressed further and the training phase of the program is ready.

be
blC
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DRAINING Referral /Consult

s^_

\f

_1

Inasmuch as both the Bureau and this office feel that the training
in the interest of economy and efficiency should be done in the Territory of
Alaska, it is felt that its best location would be at Port R-i ehardao-n vihloh

» is located at Anchorage. Alaska, Fn^/eirer . i n tVH g L

W>' 1
It is pointed out that setting up training schools

in Ancnorage proper is not cleemed advisable. All locations which are suitable
would, of course, be known to too many persons in town. The agent trainees
in many instances till be well-known to the citizens of Anchorage and to each
other to be in Anchorage for any length of time without the entire plan and
its participants being of general knowledge in the Territory of Alaska. It
is felt because of the size of Port Richardson and the fact that most of its
inhabitants are military personnel and strangers to the Territory, the agent
trainees could come and go there without creating too much curiosity and
speculation. However, inasmuch as it is impossible to obtain housing for
the training school on Fort Richardson Base at the present time, attempts
will be made to obtain the same in Anchorage or its proximity if the Bureau
so desires.

,4 me mme or conducting tne training scnool
5 can not be

J

checked through the files of the Anchorage Division

l>" central files of the SBI, in Washington

J

and any other riles tnat the .Bureau may deem

d.

necessary; a preliminary investigation has been made by the Anchorage Division
and they have been interviewed.

Referral/Consult
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VTith reference to the investigations conducted concerning the

prospective agents, it is recom^ende.d.Jdiaiwi.tJse .limited in scope in the

communities in which the^ajgents live, . particularly if such communities

are small.' TMs'wiil avoid ~the~’entire community obtaining knov;ledge that

the Bureau is interested in such individual and ultimately in their Imowing

all concerning the program.

VTith reference to the number of persons in a training class, it

is, of course, believed that the agents should be trained individually if

possible. However , this does not appear to be possible in view of a lack

of sufficient time and a lack of a sufficient number of qualified instructors.

Also it would prove to be very expensive. It is felt that instruction could

be given in classes of from 12 to 20. Agents in any particular class could

be selected from various sections of the Territory so that there would be

no two agents from the same section. In addition, if there were several
instructors available, they could break the class of 12 down to groups of

2 or b and give the training in several different buildings, thus keeping
the agent trainees separated.

VTith reference to the length of the class necessary to train

the agents, it is noted that a curriculum is set out below and the length

of time estimated to be consumed by the Bureau is approximately 67 hours.

However, this time may be changed after the curriculum is reviewed by the
Bureau Laboratory experts who possibly will revise the estimates. It is
felt that all agent trainees can work a ten-hour day, classes continuing
from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. , with appropriate lunch and dinner hour.

The curriculum of the training to be handled by the FBI is as

follows: ^

i. Indoctrination of Agents

a. Give purpose of stay-'oehind network.

b. Obligation of agents to the country.
c. The necessity for the network.
d. The determination of the country, the military

and the principal no hold Alaska,

e. Suggested number of trainees all agents,
f. Suggested time for training one hour.

6
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A
T

2. Organization of Espionage System

a. General background of informant networks.
b. Outline of the various types of espionage systems.
c. Suggested number of trainees —- all agents.
d. Suggested time of training —- 5 hours.

3. Russian Military System of ferreting out Espionage Agents
and How to Avoid Same.

a. Background of Russian Internal Security System.
b. Background of Russian formed espionage system.
c» Russian military procedure in invaded territory,
d. Soviet personalities
e. Suggested number of trainees -— all agents.
f. Suggested time of training 8 hours.

4. Basic Training in Use of Russian Riotionary .

a. Provide the trainees with inexpensive, but adequate
Russian-English dictionaries.

b. Place accent on Russian military terms.
c. Suggested number of trainees all agents.
d. Suggested time of training 16 hours.

5. Codes for Radio Correspondence

a. Radio correspondence ground to plane.
b. Radio correspondence between agent and principal.
c. Suggested number of trainees selected agents.
d. Suggested time of training 10 hours.

6. Secret Writings and V/ritten Codes

a. Types of secret inks.
b. How agent can manufacture secret inks.
c. Use of reagents.
d. Suggested number of trainees selected agents.
e. Suggested time of training 8 hours.

7 . Cover stories. Pretexts, Deception and Security

a. Heed for identity and necessary reason for agents presence
in a particular locality.

b. I'ethods of advising principal if agent has been identified
as such, corrupted and forced to operate as double agent.

7
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v

o. Methods of concealing secret codes, naps, inplen nts

and supplies.
d. Methods of destroying espionage gear to avoid detection

and sane falling into hands of enemy.
e. Suggested number of trainees all agents.

f. Suggested time of training 8 hours.

8. Methods for Agents to Use in Selecting and Training Sub-Agents
and Informants

a. necessity for security.

b. Careful direction for exact mission.
c. That agent divulge no data regarding the stay-behind

agent network.
d. Care in selecting sub-agents and informants*.

e. Availability of desired information to sub-agent or
informant.

f. Methods of transmitting information from sub-agent to

agent.

g. Suggested number of trainees all agents.

h. Suggested time of training 10 hours.

9. Administration of Plan from Agents Point of Viet,'

Data re food caches to v;hich he will have access.

Data re materials needed.
How to request needed equipment and supplies.

Suggested number of trainees all agents.
Suggested time of trainlnff^^-^Jaoun.

It is suggested that the Bureau review the above outlined
curriculum to determine whether in its opinion all subjects for which the

Bureau is responsible have been covered and elaborate upon or delete, from
the subjects set out. Referral/Consult
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Supplies and Equipment

vTith reference to supplies and equipment for that portion of the

training for which the FBI is responsible, it is suggested that the curriculum
contained in this memorandum be reviewed with the laboratory experts who are

qualified to advise concerning such natters*

The supplies and equipment necessary for stocking caches for stay-

beliind a cents will

Psvment of Agents
Referral/ Consult

It is believed that the payment of agents should be handled
individually and every effort should be made to obtain their services at the

least possible expense to the Bureau however, the first thing

to bo considered in the way of expenditures of this nature is for transporta-

tion of agents to the training school, housing and board while the agents are

in school and in a number of instances the agents will have to be reimbursed

Referral/ Consult
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for money lost during the time they are away from their respective businesses.

In Bureau letter of reference dated November 29, 19150 in ?.
ras snatod shat during

recruitment and training stages of the program expenses could be handled on an

individual basis and paid as are the remalar confidential informants in the
field. In this re.^ard it is noted that the

This, of course, is not adequate. By way of giving the Bureau

an insight on possible expenditures, a few necessary items and their expense

are noted below:

Plane fare from Nome to Anchorage and return ——-
,
108.0j without tax.

Plane fare from Fairbanks to Anchorage and return — '80 r.*i Shout tax.

Plane fare from Kodiak to Anchorage and return - 63 without tax.

Hotel reservations in Anchorage *5.00 to $7.00 daily.

Zeals in Anchorage (average) ('6.00 to $3»C0 per day.

Referral/ Consult



STANDARD FORfif NO. 64

V-

Office AleWrtrt^rrJum • United sikk.es government

TO

FROM

MR. D. if.

A. if. BELM0N2

DATE:
]?ebruary 23^

1951

SUBJECT: ^'pROP_ORjgn-.PlSS.: poR INTELLIGENCE--CO VERAG-E
IN ALASKA IN THE EVENT_ QE.INJASZQN
(STAY-BEHIND AGENT PROGRAM)

PURPOSE
Referral/ Consult HEF.O’} IS 0nCj^S|r|^

Tolscn

Ladd

Clegg

Glav’n

:;ichois_

Hosen

Tracy

Karbo

Belnont_

To advise of
the Stay-Behind Agent Pf
Program in Alaska .

BACKGROUND

uyrum ana trie Escape ana EvasionJ

concerning

Referral/Consult

responsible'
an Escape

£

1m
9

As you know the Bureau
for the developing of a Stay-Behim, t^ttc TTTTTfnm mm1

and Evasion Program, in Alaska . The Anchorage Office is presently
recruiting Stay-Behind Agents to be used in the event of an
0vasio_n of Alaska » Plans for the Escape ajitZ E222iAlSLll Elqiumml cuze /jv~

>-
-ca w >•

Ur co
co <
CO
<c o
Zj ujOQ

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

A series of coj^feT^ences hajje been fteld hiL iSfar»?r jo; .s-or

Rdviard S. Rnndere n.nd\

ESSslae

MKDED,m

Referral/ Consult
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Referral/consult jfy memorandum -bo you dated January 6, 1951} discussed
in detail the recommendations made by the Anchorage Office
concerning training for Stay-Behind Scents. Referengg
memorandum zg commended this matterT

and made certain comments concerning each of the
the Anchorage Office * ffupertnsor Sun^r^. hasproposals oj
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Referral/Consult

The foregoing is for your information . It is noted
that instructions have been given to Supervisor Sanders to
place this matter on the next IIC Agenda in order that the Director
can advise the other IIC members of the progres/s made . This
matter will be closely followed and you will h'e kept advised
of developments .

-5-
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STAND^^FORKTNO.
64 • , 4

Office Memorandum • , united states government

*D. M. Ladd

FROM ¥/'A. H. Begpft 4/
SUBJE ;̂

pEOp0s^JElAH^OR-LIffiELLIG-ENCE_GQTORAGE, IN.
ALASKA IN THE EVENT OF INVASION

HJRPOSE :

Referral/Consult

interpose no objection tc

BACKGROUND:

date: February 26 , 1951

Tolsoi

IgsEgf
L’o recommex

Glavldv

fHg.chols
1

1
RVflglT

Tele. Rooo_

Nease

Gandy

Referral /Consult

As you are aware j |
on

;tober 25. 1950. was advised that the Bureau agreed in principle

As of today, 41 individual residents of Alaska have been
investigated, recommended and have agreed to act as Stay-behind
Agents in the event Alaska is invaded. This ground -work has been
done by the Anchorage Office. The development of this phase of the

program is continuing until such time as the Bureau agrees

that the coverage is adequate. 1 1

R _ f ,Referral/Consult

It will be necessary to train these persons in order to

prepare them for operations, and the Bureau has agreed to participate

in the training|
|

The majority of the subjects considered,

because of the muiuary nature of this undertaking. ! I

|the Bureau has agreed to furnish instruction relative

to "Russian Military System of Ferreting Out Espionage Agents,” "Secret

Writing and Written Codes," "Deception and Security," and "Methods

for Agents to Use in Selecting and Training Sub-agents and Informants."

The subject matter for which the Bureau has recognized responsibility can

be given in Alaska. Conferences are presently being held|
|

through the Liaison Section as to whether the Bureau will

^to handle the Bureau 1 s subjects, or whether the

Bureau will provide FBI personnel to give the instruction directly to

th6 selected Stay-behind Agents in Alaska.

Referral /Consult

65-59264
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Referral/ Consult

Referral/consult
The above examples are being brought to your attention so that

you will be aware of the proposed action on the part off

Re eira Con su t.

it has been the Bureau’s position since the inception of this

program, that Stay-behind Agents should be trained individually and that

they should not know the identity of one another.

Referral/Consult
| |

the Bureau’ s opinion that these agents should
be trained individually in order to preserve security and identity.

RECOMMENDATION;

It is :

rn-»r>T!r)Sftri rflan nf
hat, t.hfl -hfljflaau inr.flrnn^ no nmprvm nn Tin T.np

as long as these persons are transported

Referral/Consult



January 31? 1951Anchorage

Director, FBI

PROPOSED PIAT FOR IKTRHKMCCB
COVF&UE 1H AIASXA IN THE iftE!]T OF INVASION
(Stay-behind Agent Program).

fM.
• ?r

it

Referral/ Consult •fr

]

^
It is noted that you requested that the

entire matter c£ radio comcmnication be studied by the radio men
in the FBI laboratory and that their comments and observations be
made available to the Anchorage office.

There are transmitted herewith two copies of a blind
memorandum reflecting results of the study made of this matter

v

by the Radio and Electrical section of the laboratory.
Referral/Consult

Jour attention is directed to Bulet to Anchorage dated
November 29, 1950 wherein you were advised that!

).V£In connection with vour suggestion that discussions be *&*
held v.ith| fen

order that the mobile unit can be used
~l this is to advise that instant matter will r.ot be

ft.'*

aiscussedl at the present time.- The
suggesting mm W to-T^oaed radio communications
for Stay-fcehind Agents will be[

at SCO and you will be advised of the in this regard.
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SAC, AncLoraje

Director, FBI

? iCPGSZD pia'; 10 rrmiirsc
cor: u/ii :ka in
m.: t*i’’ r 7A£.ior.

March 6, 1951

There are transmitted herewith two photostatic
copies of an article entitled nroe-d3u3sians in Alaska' s

History” which appeared in the February 24, 1951 is3.>e of
The Current Digest of the Soviet Press, a .vee’.ly publication
prepared by The Joint Cc:a ittee on Slavic Studies.

The above is submitted for your information and as
of posa- ble interest in connection with captioned projram.

-$5-59264
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The in ik, History
THE TRUTH ABOUT ALASKA. (By G. Agranat and fcl.

therenko. Literaturnaya gazeta, Jan. 9, p. 2. Complete

text:) A voluminous book lies before us. Published! Stutt-

gart, 1950. Author: Fritz Bartz, professor at Kiel Univer-

sity. Theme: Alaska, past and present.

The interest in Alaska manifested In Stuttgart mad appear

rather strange at first glance. Really, don’t the professors

of Trizonla have more vital food for speculation closer at

hand? But upon dipping into Bartz’ book It becomes quite

evident that it was made to order. The guise of a “scholarly

work” conceals American propaganda’s current forgery.

Distorting history with the zeal of a lackey, Bartzjdis-

putes the generally recognized priority of the Russians in

the original discovery and exploration of Alaska and! defames

the Russian settlers. He asserts without a shade of'em-

barrassment that, in alleged Jcontrast to the Spaniards (?!)

and the Anglo-Saxons (? ! ),
the Russians left nothing in

Alaska, after a rule of more than a century, except

wretched huts for fur collection.
]

In recent years the U.S. press has reverted time and again

to the subject of Alaska. Haying turned Alaska intoja “land

aircraft carrier” and a military base for aggressioy against

the Soviet Union and the countries of the Pacific, the Amer-

ican imperialists are not averse to adorning themselves in

the toga of civilizers and patrons of culture.
j

Revising history in retrospect, the American imperialists

portray matters as though the Yankees had saved Alaska

from “Russian barbarism,” brought it the benefits df notor-

ious “Western civilization” and developed the Alaskan econ-

omy.
Kiel

the side

It is for this purpose that the learned lackey from!

University has now been enlisted.
j

But authentic history and the true facts are not on

of the Yankees and their lackeys. I

I. —When the Russian Grigory Shelikhov founded the first

Russian settlement on Kodiak Island in Three Saints Bay at

the end of the 18th century, no West European had set foot in

the Vast northern expanses of the American continent be-

yond the 140th meridian. i !

From the very first days of their settlement in Alaska, the

Russians began to show the Indigenous inhabitants tie

“potentialities and advantages” of agriculture and ofj Russian

buildings, dress and food. From the Russians the Iidians

learned to cultivate gardens and sow grain. ShelikWov opened

a school in Alaska for children of the Indians and A euts.^

“I must render this people their due for their keen ntelli-

gence,” he wrote, “for their children have quite rapidly...

learned to speak Russian so that they can be understood

without difficulty.”
j

Shelikhov was the first to found large civilized settlements

in the American North and to develop crafts and trades.

Alexander Baranov, the firs! governor of the Russfcin Amer-

ican possessions, succeeded! in carrying out Shelikhbv’s

plans. He founded Russian settlements in various places in

Alaska and built the city of Novo-Arkhangelsk, the < apital

of Russian America, on Sitka Island. !

The beginnings made by Shelikhov and Baranov w|re fol-

lowed up by Kupreyanov, Wrangel, Tebenkov and other

rulers of Russian American possessions.
w

“A considerable amount of] iron ore has been found,

wrote Baranov in one of his reports, “and iron has Deen

forged as an experiment. There is thus hope of creating

iron foundries useful to the fatherland.” Later coa} was

discovered; in the middle of Ithe 19th century more than

20 000 poods were mined monthly. Mica was found to Ken

[Cook] Inlet and copper along the Copper River, pells

cast by the Russians of Alaskan copper still hang in Cali-

fornia churches.

Numerous workshops in the Russian settlements smelted

metals and forged all sorts of tools. Cloth was produced

from native raw materials. Sawmills, flour mills and tan-

neries were in operation. Ships that sailed to Hawaii,

China and the Philippines were built in the dockyards.

Steamships, the first built on the entire Western coast of

America, were turned out in Novo-Arkhangelsk in the 1830s.

Not| a single part was imported for these vessels; every-

thing, including the engines,was produced on the spot.

The Russians tirelessly studied the country in which they

lived. Fearless explorers, accompanied by Indian warriors,

crossed the mountain ranges and penetrated deep into

Alaska. By the middle of the 19th century the Russians had

produced maps and atlases of the northwestern coast as

far
j
as San Francisco.

Pharmacies, a hospital, a theater, an extensive library

and! a large picture gallery existed in Novo-Arkhangelsk as

early as the beginning of the 19th century. From 1841 an

observatory was in operation here; the reports of its obser-

vations were publ ished in the Annals of the St. Petersburg

Academy of Sciences.

It is characteristic that Indians and Crieoles (children of

mixed marriages) studied along with the! Russian children

in the schools of Russian America. In addition to providing

a general education, the schools gave training in crafts,

traces and business. The more gifted youngsters, including

Creoles, were sent to St Petersburg for further study. It

is also illuminating that Creoles occupied important posi-

tions in the service of the company, even as heads of de-

partments (districts) and ships’ captains.

Even foreign visitors, not in the least interested in sing-

ing! the praises of the Russians, were obliged to write:

“I was pleasantly surprised when I saw the peace and har-

mony in which th€ Russians live amidst these uncouth chil-

dren of nature. Having conquered them, the Russians exer-

cised their influence not by instilling [in the natives] fear

of their conquerors, but, on the contrary, by gaining their

lovie through favorable treatment*** The Russians are on

a quite friendly fcoting with all the inhabitants of this

land***” (Vancouver, the British explorer of the end of the

18th century.)
, _

-
[ were also dark sides to the life of Rus-

ie directors and the aristocratic grandees

Petersburg administration wallowed in

Jons and took little interest in the every-

ful of Russians forsaken across the ocean.

Of course, ther

sian America. T
ensconced in the

speculative oper

day life of a han

There were twol Russias: the Russia of the serf-owning

landlords and the Russia of the people, the democratic

Russia. The settlers who came to the Russian overseas

possessions belonged overwhelmingly to this second Russia.

Those who emigrated across the ocean came from the

northern provinces, where there was noj serfdom, or were

Siberian peasants! of soldiering folk, with a considerable

number of runaw4y serfs among them who had suffered un-

der serfdom and hated it fiercely. The settling of Alaska

by the Russians bbre a clearly marked laboring and demo-

cratic character dissimilar to the trading and plundering

colonization by thle Anglo-Saxons, who recruited their agents

from among tramps, adventurers and criminals.

n.—Bartz is silent about the fact that by the middle of

the 19th century Alaska lay athwart one of the chief routes

of American expansion. The Russians were obstructing

American capitalism from consolidating its positions in the

Pacific. That is tohy the Russian possessions in America

became a mote ini the eye of the American states. The his-

tory of Russian Aflaska is also the story of how the Yankees
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drove northward to menace Russia, China and Jz pan from
the North.

The foreign pirates and poachers, mostly Brit sh and

American, incited, the Indians against the Russisns. Schoon-
ers were dispatched to the coasts of Russian An erica.

There was not a single pound of grain aboard th< se vessels.

Their cargo consisted of rum, alcohol, whiskey ind guns.

Foreign merchants flagrantly violated the trade agreements
that pledged them to deliver food and various goods. Amer-
ican whalers arrogantly descended upon the banis fre-

quented by sea animals.

The Tsarist diplomats pursued a policy of concessions

with respect to Russia's overseas possessions. In 1867,

taking advantage of the weakening of Russia as a consequence

of Tsarism's defeat in tht Crimean War, the United States

bought Alaska for a paltry sum-five cents a hectare.

As far back as in 1868 Congressman R. G. Walker de-

clared that "in the final struggle for world domination the

Pacific will hold the deciding role. The acquisition of

Alaska and the Aleutians brings America halfway to China

and Japan. Only shortsighted individualists and feranks who
wish to see the U.S. western frontier on the Ohio can ob-

ject to this acquisition.”
j

From the moment they took possession of Alaska, the

Americans treated it as a conquered and occupied colony.

Alaska was completely turned over to the military. Com-
panies of whalers and trappers worked hand in hand with

the military. The slaughter of whales brought njass star-

vation and caused the Eskimos to die off. The herd of many
million fur seals in the I>ribilof Islands was reduced to

125,000 by the beginning of the 20th century. Thje sea otter

was almost entirely killed off. The manufacturing and

farming enterprises created by the Russians were almost

completely put out of existence. “In Sitka,” writes Ban-

croft, “many buildings turned into ruins*** Thelport was

likewise ruined*** The arrival and departure of the mail

boat were the only events breaking the lethargy of the in-

habitants of once flourishing Novo-Arkhangelsk.)

The noted American historian Dole had every Reason to

write: “There are few who will read the history^ of Alaska

between 1867 and 1897 without indignation.”***
j

Even in those years Alaska interested the Americans
primarily as a political-military springboard, at a base

for expansion to be used against the countries ofj the Pacif-

ic and, above all, Russia.j From Alaska, back at the end of

the 19th century, smugglers, traders' agents an< all manner

of spies, not infrequently disguised as “Arctic explorers,”

carried out their marauding on Chukotka and Ka nchatka.

From Alaska the U.S. railway magnates, headed by the

x
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devotes more than half his work to the present-

Alaska. He is enthusiastic about the

tween the American colonizers and the in-

flation, evidently meaning by this word “friend-

ess racial discrimination and the gradual

pf the Indians and Aleuts,

seek in this book an answer to why Alaska’s

en steadily degenerating since the famous
“copper boom. ” The Americans themselves
past ten or 15 years gold mining has

hd the fish catch 50%. Has Alaska's natural

lhausted? Or is the U.S.A. short of man-
t these natural resources?
not the reasons. The riches of Alaska, in

|ay, interest the American monopolies only

can be looted unhindered and without con-

economic development of the land. Today
see no profit in development of Alaska’s

the transformation of this territory into a

promises to be infinitely more profitable.

|e beginning of the American adventure in

g to data of the Alaska Weekly, 54% of the

ojpulation was engaged in nonproductive

economy associated with military require-

use '

rdini

the

air
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bases and airfields equipped for bombers
sited in Alaska. Annual maneuvers are held

units of the army and navy take part.

[Americans have turned from plans for using

:e of aggression to direct action: troops and

sure now being shipped to Korea via airfields

ihe Aleutians. According to information in

iress, more than 120 four-motored trans-

afged in these shipments,

has already become in fact a “land airerstft

iringboard of aggression, in the gory adven-

t[ed by the American fascists on the fields of

thith about Alaska, its past and present, the

Yankees and their obliging lackeys strive



SAC, Anchorage February 2B, 1951

Director, FBI

QbOPGSSD PLAN res INTELLIGENCE
COVERAGE IN ALASXA IN THE EVENT
OF INVASION

There is transmitted herewith one photostatic :

copy of. a nai f-explanatory connuai cation, marked "Secret
dated I |

together wtth one J&Qj mvo
photos totic copy 0/ the enclosure referred to in that
communication* 'vT

or
The above is forwarded as of possible interest

in connection with captioned program* i

Enclosure

65-59264

Referral/ Consult
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MR* A* H. PELMO NT February 2P, 1951

MR. C* E. HCTIEICH

MAJOR SAMUEL P, PORZILLEBI

SAC Foster of Indianspolis advised me today that while

he was in Washington he contacted an old friend and classmate

,

Major Samuel P« Borsilleri , who can be reached through Government

Cade 131, extension G54S4, or at his home, OBdway 4543•

Borsilleri, according to Foster, during World War II was in

charge of an Escape and \Evasion Program operating out of Italy

which was active in recovering downed flyers in enemy territory

,

much of which is Iron Curtain country * ReferralReferral/ Consult

t he was recently

Foster stated that Borsilleri is dependable, although

tempemental, and some of the stories that he tells sound bizarre •

Foster said, however, he does not believe Borsilleri would relate

any stories which were not factually correct* He believes

Borsilleri has a wealth of information regarding escape of
evasion tactics; that he gained the impression that Borsilleri

expects to be contacted by American Intelligence Agencies in

order that the information in his possessi on may be utilised»

Foster stated that he indicated to Borsilleri the

Bureau would probably be interested in information in his

possession and stated that if an Agent contacts him that it should

be specifically stated that the contact is a result of his

previous conversation with Foster*

OBSERVATIONS

In connection with the Bureau *s Stay Behind j%gent and

uchoiT^Escape and Evasion Progra
Rosen —the alle gations regarding

CEHteew
*^OT recorded
133 APR 23 IS5?

Referral /Consult



eri snotua r>e interviewed oy a well-qualified Agent
in order to obtain from him such information as he may have

It te noted that the Fteld generally ie not
cognisant of the Bureau's activities in the Stay Behind
Agent and Escape and Evasion Programs • For this reason,
it is felt that the Supervisor in the Espionage Section
handling this Program should conduct the interview with
Borstll ert •

It te recommended that supervisor William Tm
Baker he authorised to contact Bor&tlleri and interview
htn without dteeloeing to him the fact that the Bureau is
conducting a Stay Behind Agent Program in Alaska» At
the same Aims he ahauld. attain £rm him «**» information
regarding _ |

togeth
* * *

' ioned to foster regardingftWfrl idT'\

Referral/ Consult

jReferral/ Consult

s
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F. B I RADIOGRAM

Tolson

Ladd

Clegg

Glavln

Nichols_

Rosen

Tracy

m
Room

FROM ANCHj 3-8-51

DECODED COPY/&'')
7

tu)

(P\ (KX
\

Gandy__

NR 081945 5522 PM

(ECTOR URGENT

^STAGE, STATUS REPORT. REBURAD(FEBRUARY 2<fuST. ALL REPORTS

CONTAINING PHRASES TO BE DELETED HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AND RE-

SUBMITTED TO BUREAU. FIFTY-ONE PERSONS HAVE BEEN INTERVIEWED

TO DATE, RECOMMENDED AND CLOSING REPORTS SUBMITTED TO BUREAU.

AUTHORITY HAS BEEN OBTAINED FROM BUREAU ON 30 OTHERS. THESE

HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED AND AGENTS PRESENTLY ON ROAD TRIP ATTEMPTING

CONTACTS. IT IS NOTED A NUMBER OF THESE ARE UNAVAILABLE FOR

INTERVIEWS AT THIS TIME, BEING IN THE STATES OR IN SOME ISOLATED-

SECTION. REPORTS ON 13 ADDITIONAL I ND I V I DUALS^SUBM I TTED TO BU

AND AWAITING AUTHORITY TO J NTFRV I FVL REBULETCFEBRUARY zHM
DIRECTING DISCUSSIONS WITH!

FOLLOWING HIS RETURN.

RECEIVED ;

J MATTER WILL BE HANDLED IMMEDIATELY

SPB'BTJ/jn

?-

1-851 j
1

5: 26 PM

JZcJll&wo

VAM GS'ilCy

Referral/ Consult

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to he disseminated
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it he suitably^ paraphrased in
order^vto protect the Bureau's cryptographic system^^'"

~

X
PIN

LTaiuy pare

^h)



i

f

FROM ANCHORAGE

DIRECTOR
.

URGENT

o
RE STAGE. STATUS REPORT. 49 PERSONS RECOMMENDED AS POTENTIAL

STAY BEHIND AGENTS AND CLOSING REPORTS SUBMITTED TO BUREAU. AU-

THORITY REQUESTED TO INTERVIEW 21 ADDITIONAL PERSONS, CASES AS-

SIGNED AND EFFORTS BEING MADE TO CONTACT AND HANDLE. PRELIMINARY

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in

H /ra i,
.order to proteci the Bureau's cryptographic systems.



F B I RADIOGRAM

FROM ANCHORAGE 3-15-51 NR 151826

1 1 RECTOR

DECODED COP
/

’

'

F>i
(u>

NR 151826 2:24 P.M.

*Harbo

L\l y Belmont L-

fsi. Tale. hooni

Vease

URGENT
—I

' STAGE
T RE STATUS REPORTS. 60 PERSONS RECOMMENDED AS POTENTIAL

STAY BEHIND AGENTS AND CLOSING REPORTS SUBMITTED TO BUREAU.

RESULTS OF CONFERENCE W I TH

RECEIVED 3-15-51J 2:30 P.M. LL Referral/ Consult

1/ /

6*/¥Oooo
'SP3'6?4/J*.

I __

4»Jd6*

.*T**
**

> U ‘

fWSS 1S$

— CUSg!FIEDgy#jfe^—

.

j
DECLASSifY Oj^SU „

06A m>S~
6 -Jffaeeo 5P3 °W/ /> X^

•syjTf^henntelligence contained in the above message is to he disseminated
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it he suitably paraphrased in
order to protect 'the Bureau's cryptographic systemsV^ \ u)Mama 1

f# rv^i- uo.^-X... I 1
'!< : UNLTV‘ >



FROM ANCHORAGE

/
,0l RECTOR

URGENT

4~42a

^?rrT|F
*

RADIOGRAM
)&)m

'>-22-5^1^ 2.1

Tolson

Ladd

Clegg '

Olavln

Nlchols_

Rosen
r
T?acy

^

/4P Harfao

if Belmont

(DEC 0 D ED COPY

s'
Tele. Room_

Ne&se »

1 / * *^dy £

>0005 8:41 P.M.
() r/J

"STAGE, STATUS REPORT. 65 PERSONS RECOMMENDED AS POTENTIAL

STAY BEHIND AGENTS AND CLOSING REPORTS RE THEM SUBMITTED TO

BUREAU. 50 ADDITIONAL PERSONS HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED AND CASES

RE THEM CLOSED AS BEING NOT QUALIFIED. 13 ADDITIONAL PERSONS

REMAIN ON WHOM BUREAU HAS GIVEN AUTHORITY TO INTERVIEW BUT

THESE HAVE BEEN UNAVAILABLE FOR VARIOUS REASONS SUCH AS BEING

IN STATES OR IN COMPLETELY ISOLATED AREAS. CONTINUED EFFORTS

WILL BE MADE TO CONTACT THESE. 6 ADDITIONAL PRELIMINARY REPORTS

HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED TO BUREAU AND THIS OFFICE AWAITING FURTHER



SAC, Indianapolis

Director, IBI

MAJOR SAMUEL
CCUE3B OF EjFOrfclOi?

March 15, 1S51

there la attached a copy of a Kenorancus prepared at the
Seat of Government thich reflecta the results of cm interview conducted
vith the above-captioned individual. Ihie is teir.3 fur^icLcd to jou for
your information.

<-/

.001,55or.
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

A1

Office Met^^jdum ^ UNITED GOVERNMENT '

TO

FROM

A. H. Be:

C. E. hIqh

>n

SUBJECT: mQ-p0SED pLM yob. INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE IN
ALASKA IN THE EVENT OF INVASION

PURPOSE: — 1

c3~

DATE: Marph 2, 1951

Alt INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATEks^3^LBY^.
Tracy_

To summarize progress being made by the Anchorage Office,
and to suggest that the observations of SAC Williams relative to
the necessity of implementing this program during the summer moi

of 1951 be brought to the attention of OSI headquarters*

BACKGROUND:

By letter dated February 13, 1951, the Anchorage Office
set forth a recapitulation of the Stay-behind Agent Program as follows:

Strategic Areas

Referral/Consult Stay-behind Agents

In considering individuals as potential Stay-behind Agents,
the Anchorage Office is enlisting the assistance of persons who
are in good health, loyal, and who are, according to confidential
informants and contacts, reliable . Their knowledge of the
territory where they reside and their ability to survive in the
"back country” are taken into consideration. "Where possible,
those individuals who have had experience in operating short wave
radios, have wham” licenses and who either own or can fly air-
planes are considered. Persons who have had experience in caching
supplies, mushing dog teams, and who are experienced in handling
small boats are being sought. Persons who own or have access to
cabins located in secluded and strategic areas, those who live on
and can observe highway and railroad traffic are likewise being
considered for use in connection with the captioned matter.

'Referral/Consult

A numerical goal has not been set, however the enlistment
and development of Stay-behind Agents will continue in Alaska
until the Anchorage Off•> ffqs q£ TOT! hprhflynrfm that, rtmrarfigfl

Tfl artennafi* and the Bur9adjc

w 9^'^ITBsVs
e
>
1
4
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Forty-one Stay-behind Agents have been investigated, agreed

to act and have been recommended by the Anchorage Office for use
in this program. Thirty-one individuals under consideration have
not been recommended due to reasons of health, personal habits,

security or indications reflecting they intend to leave the

territory in the event of invasion. . Authority has been given
to Anchorage to contact approximately 65 additional prospects
and the development of this phase of the program is continuing.

The Anchorage Office has pointed out that 60 degree below-zero
weather has hampered operations somewhat in effecting some contacts,

and in some instances, it will be necessary to make contact with
these individuals when they make their annual visit to "the city."

The Anchorage Office has recommended that during the period
of training, efforts be made to fingerprint and photograph these
Stay-behind Agents. This procedure appears to be sound and will be
considered in connection with the training program.

Referral/ Consult Communications-Radio

[

As vou are awaref

The Anchorage Office has pointed out that considerable time and
effort will be necessary to transport radios, power units and necessary
accessories to points of location in Alaska; that the summer is

the only season which lends itself to this function. The Anchorage

Office has further advised that almost a whole year will be lost

if something is not done in this respect during the summer of 1951.

SAC Williams likewise indicated that the only practicable time to

carry in materials, build caches and draft maps of same is the
summer season. It was stressed that if this project is not begun
in the summer of 1951} it will necessarily have to be put off until

1952 with the resulting loss of approximately one year's time.

SAC Williams ba-a qyiggaThaft that these matters be brought to the

attention oi

• Caching

The Anchorage Office is in the process of compiling a dossier
on the caching of supplies, arms, ammunition, gasoline, radios
and other Arctic survival gear. The dossier will include the
following:

1. Essential items to be cached



2 .

3 .

4 *

5 .

6 .

7 .

Places for caching
Manner of sealing cached materials
Mapping and Marking caches
.Amount of caching materials
Choosing cache locations and methods of transporting
supplies to cache location
Building of caches.

Referral/Consult

SAC Williams stated thaj

(nevertheless, ne
believes that time is of the essence and if the program in this
respect is not accelerated and something done on it during the summer
of 1951, it irill have to be deferred until the summer of 1952 because
of the weather, terrain and other evident obstacles natural to the
territory of Alaska.

Life and Supply Line

Referral /Consult

/

The Anchorage Office is giving consideration to the establish-
ment of a "lifeline" for the Stay-behind Agents. It is contemplated
that it will be necessary to supply them from time to time with arms

,

ammunition, food, clothing and other necessary gear essential to their
existence. The Anchorage Office is making a study of the most •

logical mountain passes, air routes and logical spots for landing
by pontoons, skis and wheels. SAC Williams has pointed that although
it is contemplated thatl l

/dne Anchorage OH'ice, nevertheless, is going ahead compiling
data on the subject which can be utilized at a later date.

Referral/ Consult
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SAC, Anchorage

Director, FBI

April 5 ,
1<#1

rR(POSED PUN FOR IKTrT T IGFNC~
COVERAGE IN ALASKA IN TEE I"VENT

CF INVASION
(STAT-B’ HIND AGENT rLCT:^)

There are transmitted herewith two photostatic copies
of an article entitled "Russia Can't Take Alaska" written by
Father Bernard R. Hubbard, S. J., with Bill Ba-vidson, which
article appeared in the March 31, l$5l tissue of Collier's Magazine*

The enclosu_es are submitted for your information.
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*
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Russia Can 9t Take Alaska

British Columbia or the state of Washing-
ton.

The difficulty posed by an air attack

would leave just one other alternative open
to the enemy—to land forces on the barren
coasts or in the wilderness, with the objec-

tive of advancing overland to take Anchor-
age and Fairbanks. And this, 1 contend , is

absolutely impossible . Aside from the few
inhabited areas, the Alaskan wilderness is so

wild, so impenetrable, so deadly, that any
military force would be engulfed and de-

stroyed in it without our having to fire a
single shot.

The Russians know this. The Alaskans
know this. But the armchair strategists

look at the map and continually discover

easy avenues of invasion to the Anchorage-
Fairbanks defense perimeters. Often, for

instance, they hit on the undefended Alaska
Peninsula which stretches invitingly toward
Siberia and originates at Cook Inlet, at the

head of which sits Anchorage.
This will give you some idea of what this

“easy” invasion route is like:

Peninsula Expedition Fails

In the summer of 1928, I headed an ex-

pedition which tried to traverse the narrow
neck of the peninsula for a distance of

only 100 miles. For three months I went
into training with a Swiss-American giant

named Jack Koby and Santa Clara Uni-

versity football star Roderick Chisholm,
and then we attempted to penetrate to the

Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, the site

of a 1912 volcanic eruption. It had been

visited by human beings only once before,

when a National Geographic Society ex-

pedition broke through in 1916.

We cut inland from the Gulf of Alaska,

intending to strike across the Katmai area

and emerge on the Bering Sea slope of the

peninsula. From the very first day, we got

bogged down in a morass the like of which
no modern army ever has seen.

We struggled through deserts of volcanic

ash in which we sank to our knees with ev-

ery step, and we nearly strangled from the

constant dust in our nostrils. When we got

through the ash, we fell into quicksands up
to our armpits; and then we inched our way
up uncharted precipices and across treach-

erous glaciers. We crawled through ghost

forests destroyed by showers of volcanic

acid, and every day we were drenched by
torrential rains and flung about by sudden
1 00-mile-per-hour gales that rushed through
the mountain passes from the Bering Sea.

AH this time there wasn’t a trace of living

game, and we existed on canned foods from
the 120-pound packs we carried.

Finally v e had to give up and turn back.

We had spent the months of June, July,

August and September on the expedition,

and in all that time we had covered a grand
total of 30 miles. We were three husky,

well-trained men, unimpeded by
.
extra

equipment. A military force never could
have penetrated beyond the first 10 miles!

Another favorite pastime of the armchair
strategists is to look at the map and dis-

cover wide, flat, invasion corridors along the

great east-west rivers of Alaska. They see

the mighty Yukon, particularly, and wail

that a mechanized enemy could land at the

river mouth on the Bering Sea and roll

directly up the flatlands to Fairbanks.

In 1939, I led an expedition up a similar

Alaska river, the Noatak, which empties
into Kotzebue Sound on the west coast and
flows roughly west and south like the

Yukon. The object of this expedition was
to find out if the headwaters of the Noatak

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17

originate anywhere near the Colville River
which flows north to the arctic. Such a dis-

covery would provide a pipe-line route

down the two river valleys, and enable us
to tap fully our potentially great oil fields at

Point Barrow. This would prove invalu-

able to our defense, because Barrow is ice-

locked 10% months out of the year, while

Kotzebue on the Bering Sea is open as a

port all summer.
Again I rounded up the strongest men I

could find and we started up the river in a
flat-bottomed boat. This trip was pure tor-

ture. We ran aground on innumerable
mud bars, and the river had so many tribu-

taries that we never knew whether we were
on the Noatak or on some dead-end branch.

We turned around and hunted for the main
channel time after infuriating time, and
nearly every day we suffered an ice-water

bath in a rapids or a whirlpool.

After six weeks of this, we made 150
miles—with the help of two trips back to

the river mouth for additional gasoline and
supplies. Then we set out on foot across

the tundra. And this was where the real

nightmare began.

The tundra or muskeg which covers about
one fourth of Alaska consists of waist-deep

water with long-rooted clumps of vegeta-

tion growing out of it. When you move
across this swampland, you try to step from
one clump of vegetation to the next, but
more often than not you slip and fall into

the water with your 100-pound pack.

While you are struggling along thusly at

the rate of about a half mile a day, you are

constantly surrounded by clouds of mos-
quitoes. These insects are so vicious that

in the days of Russian rule in Alaska, a

form of capital punishment was to stake

a convicted criminal out in the wilds and
allow the mosquitoes to bite him to death.

There also are black gnats and tiny invisi-

ble insects, called “nosee-ums” by the Indi-

ans, which burrow into the skin around the

hairline and cause violent infections.

In addition to this, the 100-mile-an-hour

arctic storms hit you when you least expect

them, pelting you with sleet and rain and
loose rock, and knocking you flat with the

fury of their blasts. In the face of all these

tribulations, we made 20 miles in two
months—and again the expedition had to

be abandoned.

Problems That Confront an Enemy

Multiply that mileage figure by 30, and
you will have some idea of the problems
that would beset an enemy if he landed at

the mouth of the Yukon and tried to roll

up the “flat, open corridor” to Fairbanks

—

more than 600 miles upstream, with swamp
and tundra nearly all the way.

Some armchair strategists have suggested

that mechanized equipment could use the

tundra like a highway when it freezes in

winter. But again the map studiers are

wrong. A thin coating of ice forms on the

tundra with the first frost in September, but

then the early snows act as insulation and

the water underneath rarely freezes. As
our own armed forces found out when they

strayed more than a few yards from the

Alcan Highway on the Operation Sweet-

briar maneuvers last winter, the frozen

tundra often can scarcely hold a sled, let

alone a tank.

If Russian paratroopers were to land on

the Kenai Peninsula and move up the

Alaska Railroad to Anchorage, they would

again face the tundra, plus some of the

roughest mountains in the territory, with

only one easily defensible route, Moose

Pass, leading through them. If they kept
to the railroad tracks, they would be totally

exposed to our air forces and could be
bombed and strafed to destruction. The
same thing would happen if they dropped
on the Alcan Highway and moved toward
Fairbanks from the rear. On the narrow
strand of the road they would be bombed;
off the road there would be the tundra and
the mountains and the impenetrable forests.

They would find, moreover, that even the

immediate vicinity of our cities and military

bases is impassable. Just across Knik Arm
from Anchorage, for example, the Susitna

River marshes are as wild as the Yukon
tundra, 500 miles away.

Element* Create Real Peril

In 1935, I was investigating unmapped
volcanoes with an expedition just a few
miles from Cold Bay in the Alaska Penin-
sula, now the site of a military airfield.

Suddenly the sky turned pitch-black be-
tween the spires of the Aghileen Pinnacles.

It was one of Alaska's terrifying, unpre-
dictable storms, and the rains came down
by the bucketful. Before we had time to

think, whole mountainsides of rock and
alder brush moved down on us, and the
entire six-mile-wide valley where we were
standing became a rushing torrent of water,
20 feet deep. We escaped because we man-
aged to clamber onto a gravel bar, but a
regiment caught in that valley would have
perished—within artillery range of the air-

field.

Even the long-settled Panhandle area

paralleling British Columbia has terrain

that is unbelievably wild, with uncharted
mountains towering right down to the

ocean's edge.

In 1927, for example, I was the first man
to cross the Taku Glacier and discover what
is now known as the Juneau Icecap, stretch-

ing all the way to Canada. This little expe-

dition, into an area forbiddingly called “the

Spirits' Home” by the Indians, took 76
hours, during which I had no sleep and lost

28 pounds. We were burned by the sun; we
nearly were killed a dozen times in broken-
rock masses; and we finally had to be res-

cued by a Captain William Strong who
courageously sailed up the savage Taku
River to the point where he had guessed we
would emerge.

The weird thing about all this is that it

took place in a region just a few miles out-

side Juneau—in an area that was settled in

the late 1700s.

It is no wonder that when the U.S. Navy
set up a base on 100-mile-long Kpdiak
Island, it did so without fear of attack from
the rear. For the interior of the island is

so impenetrable that no enemy would pos-
sibly launch an attack across it.

When the Japanese occupied undefended
Attu and Kiska in the Aleutian Islands in

World War II, they were still 2,500 miles
from Anchorage and they got no farther,

despite the fact that the territory was wide-
open to any major attack.

We abandoned our air base at Nome, on
the Bering Sea, recently, knowing that it

would mean nothing to the Russians if they
took it. With hundreds of miles of tundra
and swamp between them and our Anchor-
age-Fairbanks fortress, they would be up a
dead-end street—and they would be no
more than 20 minutes’ flying time beyond
their own bases in Siberia.

The trouble with most American think-

ing about Alaska's military problems is

that we consider them in terms of past wars,
most of which were fought in inhabited

i

i



station and emergency-landing base for]

planes returning from bombing missions.!
M
It actually would be easier/* he said, ‘*tp]

bomb Russia from Omaha than from Fair-

;

banks.** j- .

•

-t\ 4 /

1

This general agrees with me that the Rus-
sians are not likely to strike in Alaska. So
do other authorities with whom I spoke
when I was in the Territory a short time!

ago.
. I

I-.,':." J
These experts are American Eskimos,

who, in admirable defiance of Soviet edicts,;

paddled across the Bering Sea last summer
to visit their relatives on the East Capebfj
Siberia. They told me {that there are no]

;

offensive preparations at all

which is immediately |opjK)sita^Alaskkf

[ They saw antiaircraft batteries in toe^ lp^
flying hills behind the;]

[
heard of purely defensive ^oi^-r^oge

,

/fighter-plane airfields—wth not a j singk?
major air base closer ]t^'

:

;

Kimimtka,
'1,000 miles away/ ; .

Moreover, their relatives told them that

the Russians are afraid to build im^r^t
installations in the East Gape area because;
it is too near large camps of slave laborers/

who might revolt and seize the bases i&lSfie/

event of war. I;:-’/ \ jf]

areas that had roads, farms and villages.

From the time of Alexander the Great, ar-

mies have lived on the land as they ad-

vanced, hijacking vast quantities of food

and booty from conquered
{

populations.

Even in World War II, communiques con-

tained lines like, “The Red Army advanced

50 kilometers in the direction of Dresden
today, capturing 53 villages.** it was the vil-

lages that were impohant—not the kilo?

meters. • 1«
v* * /v -V"

In most of Alaska, l^owever, there are no
villages to speak of, no food, and no roads

—until you. get to the built-up Anchorage-

Fairbanks area. Alaska is about tvto and
one half times the sup of Texas; yet yo&
could put

|
the territory's entire population

into Soldier Fiejd, Chicago, and still have
plenty of seats left over for general adhiiS-

v

sion.
; _

' ,/•

Alaska comprises 586,400 square miles.

Scarcely 1,000 square miles,! or less than

one fifth of 1 per cent, are inhabited; and,

according to Department of
j

the Interior

figures, only 12,000 acres, or the incredibly

low total of 18 square miles, are under cul-

tivation. Some 200,000 square miles consist

almost wholly of impassable mountains,
and 150,000 square miles are equally use-

less swamp and tundra.

Alcan Highway Construction Costly

There are only 591.1 miles of railroad in

the entire vast area, and a miserly 2,926
miles of roads (compared with 195,812
miles of rural roads in Texas) . Most of the

roads are part of the Alcan Highway system
—one of the most expensive experiments in

the history of engineering. We used the

best road-building equipment in the world
and spent millions of dollars in constructing

the Alcan, yet much of it still washes away
when the arctic thaws descend on it each
spring.

With all this, it is no wonder that of
Alaska’s 128,643 people, nearly all live

within our Anchorage-Fairbanks defense
perimeters, or in the [Panhandle far to the

southeast. Less than 1,000 Indians and
100 whites are strung out along the entire

length of the Yukon River Valley in Alaska,
and some 5,000 Eskimos are scattered in

settlements along the Bering Sea and the

Arctic Ocean coast lines.

These Eskimo communities, more than
anything else, tend to prove my point. In

1938, 1 piled nine King Island Eskimos into

a primitive walrus-j;kin boat called an
umiak and traveled 2,000 miles in the open
sea visiting every Eskimo settlement be-

tween Nome and Barter Island—to help
prove scientifically that all Eskimos speak
a common language.

A startling feature of this trip was that

7 found not a single Eskimo living more
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than 10 miles ihhkid. After generations of

experience, the natives imve found that the

interior of Alaska is too much of a death?

trap even for, them: jin ah area three! times

the rize of Korea, there is not a single pound
of food to be found, .r

|

And that’s why i jsay a? invading army
would starve here id a week. To be sure,

thefe might be ah effort to supply
|

it by
air/ But such an unprecedented air lift

would be almost impossible. The supply

aircraft would have to fly over 1,000 jmiles,

through the mort treacherous flying weather

in ’tjie world, and it would be a simple mat-
ter for us to harass them with ptahey| based

in southeast Alaska and throughout the

Canadian Arctic Archipelago.
[

^ppbse,^ - however
,
/iSat the impossible

did' occur, and the Communists took over

Alaskaand managed to subsist in a Region

that produces only |5 per cent of its own
foojd. What would they do then? Presum-
ably, their object would be to invade the

United States from there, or bomb our big

industrial centers. For either project, they

would have to bring in military equipment

in the same difficult manner. And there

would be other, even more awesonie, ob-

stacles. I';;-
\

-

An invasion of the United States from
Alaska could be launched over only one

possible land route
:{
the Alcan Highway

—

1,523 miles of exposed road winding

through an impenetrable tangle of tundra

and mountain/in Canada as well as Alaska.

From Dawson Creek, British Columbia, the

southeastern end of the Alcan Highway,

there is another 470 miles before the in-

vaders would reach the first town of any

consequence—Edmonton, Alberta.

This means that!for 1,993 miles—more

than twice the distance from Berlin to Mos-

cow—the invading army would be strung

out over a narrow ribbon of road, exposed

to hir attack every foot of the way, and un-

able to take cover because of the tundra and

mountains and forests on either side. And
they still would be many miles from the

heartland of North America.

It is scarcely credible that the Russians

would want to use Anchorage and Fair-

banks to bomb our industrial cities. A look

at the map shows why. There are dozens of

bases in continental Russia that are only a

couple of hours farther by air from Detroit,

Chicago and Seattle—with railroads and

other arteries running directly from the

Communist factories to the bombing

planes.

It is equally incredible that the Reds

would want to seize Anchorage and Fair-

banks to keep us from using those bases to

bomb Russia. A high-ranking Air Force

general recently told me that Alaska is so

difficult to supply that in the event of offen-

sive war we would use it mainly as a rescue

Why We Need Alaska
;

j

This leads to an important que^oh:|lf^
Alaska is so worthless, why do we want ft?

rJ

In the first place, it is absolute^
sary, from the purely defenrive pbint of
view, for us to maintain ia^lid finejof ^t^f
posts away from our shores: Today, dur iso?|

called Western Defense Peiimetef tegM
the North Pole and !

and then down through
Korea and Formosa. This protective belt

^hsisits of: < l) naval bases from which we]
can patrol our Pacific approaches against

atom-bomb-carrying submarines; (2) air

bases, to assist the naVatj patrol and provide

filter opposition against kttacking enemyi
plaxteia; and (3); |n the

;
^e of Alaska, at]

least, a base for our great radar wreeh/The
:

Russians don’t need Alaska for their die?:;

fense because they, get ,eyeing better protect
tion, for their puiposes/rftom a similar

defense perimeter along the Iberian ;doast!

line. ;•
'

In the second place, we must ,'iretain

Alaska because of its fhture potentialities,

which have been demonstrated so dramat-
ically in the modem cities of Anchorage and
Fairbanks and in the agricultural miracle

j

that is the Matanuska Valley. There we
’

now can raise almost anything that grows in
jNew York State (with the exception of
\

com). In the 22-hour arctic summer day-
light, moreover, the crjops grow twice as

;

fast, and huge specimens of melons and veg- !

etables have been produced, despite the \

short three-month grovring season.
j

Today, there are plans afoot that can con- }

vert several million additional acres of
j

wasteland to this phenomenal agricultural
j

production. I have proposed a project, for
]

example, to dig a canal reuniting the great j

Kuskokwim and Yukon! Rivers, which once -

\

were one stream similar to the Mississippi-
j

Missouri river system. This would drain the 1

surface water from the; tundra and swamp
j

of the vast Yukon basin and open up untold J

acres of rich bottom land, like the Missis-
]

sippi delta, to the farmers. It also would
stimulate settlement and road building up to

j

the arctic mountain ranges, so that the now
\

inaccessible mineral wealth of that region
}

could be tapped for the {first time. All these |

monumental plans, however, would take at
;

least 100 years to fulfill. ‘j

The Russians, therefore, could conquer -1

Alaska if they cared to wait until a century
from now, when the territory could support
a population of 15,000,000 people (and in-

j

vading armies) as the [result of the afore-
j

mentioned projects.
j

Today, however, I would like nothing 1

better than to see the entire Red Army at- j

tempt to conquer Alaska. The Russians
would be swallowed up by the wilderness

j

as surely as Almighty God caused the 1

Egyptian army to be swallowed up by the
j

Red Sea. the end i



Russi
By FATHER BERNARD R. HUBBARD, $J. with BILL DAVIDSON

“The Alaskan wilderness is go wild, so impenetrable, so deadly, that any military
'

force would be

engulfed and destroyed in it without our having to fire a shot,” gays the famed Glacier Priest

Father Hubbard is a Santa Clara University geolo-
gist who has spent the last 25 of his 62 years explor-
ing the unknown areas of Alaska and\ other polar
regions. He is considered one of the world's foremost
experts on the arctic. Recently he has been teaching
survival techniques to armed forces personnel.

The subject of Alaska's military vulnerability is a
controversial one. A great many authorities—includ-
ing General Dwight Eisenhower and the Territory's
Governor Ernest Gruening—feel that it is wide open
to attack. Gruening last year testified in the Senate
that “we could be taken by an airborne invasion of not
more than two divisions

Father Hubbard strongly opposes thii view. Col-
lier's presents his opinions here in the belief that his
wide experience in the area entitles him Ito be heard

.

A LASKA’S delegate to Congress, E. L. Bartlett,

recently stated on a television broadcast that

Russian paratroopers poised in Siberia could
conquer Alaska’s great air bases in 48 hours. At
a^out the same time, there was a report from
Taihoku, Formosa, that the Russians had massed
300,00Q crack troops opposite Alaska, and were
ready for an irresistible blitzkrieg on the territory.

This is tommyrot.
Such glorified rumors have become more and

more persistent of late. Many of them are demon-
strably silly.

,

A short time ago, an American pilot flew up the

international date line in the Bering Sea alorig the

2j4-mile-wide strait separating Russian-owned Big

Diomede Island from American-owned Little Dio-
mede. It was an exceptionally clear day and the pi-

lot took an aerial photograph of the Soviet territory.

The picture, published in Alaska’s newspapers,
caused international panic. For, according to the

analysts, the photograph showed a military airfield

across the sugar-loaf top of Big Diomede! The
headlines screamed that this meant there were
bombing planes and some 2,006 Russian soldiers

massed just 2)4 miles from vital U.S. territory!

While the Big Diomede jitters were at their peak,

I went to Little Diomede Island [to fill in as a mis-

sionary for the famous Father Tom Cunningham,
who had just been called back to service with the

U.S. Army. With me was an Eskimo boy from the

Collier’s fJr March 31, 1951



The Territory is just a jumble of lofty moun-
tain ranges and impassable tundra. Father
Hubbard declares. What appears to be an Jasy
invasion route to Anchorage along the Alaska
Peninsula is actually a volcanic morass; the
“corridor” from the Bering Sea to Fairbanks
is even worse; Alcan Highway is a deathtrap

mainland, a member of the Alaska Territorial

Guard named Edward Magaluk. We kept stating

at the bulk of Big Diomede, and one day Magaluk
said, “I smell a big fog coming. A good man could
sneak across to Big Diomede, have a look around,
and get back before the fog lifts.”

A half hour later, Magaluk was in his kayak,
paddling silently through the pea-soup Bering Sea
mists, toward the ominous humpbacked island that

is Russia’s closest outpost to the United States.

He hit the Big Diomede shore and hid his kayak
among the rocks. Then he scaled a 700-foot cliff

and slipped between the two sentry posts we had
studied through our binoculars. He cut back and
forth over the grassy, three-square-mile aresi on
top of the rocky hump of the island, and he peered
into the island’s sole government building, a stone

j

hovel in which a handful of Russians were reading
or working on weather reports. Just to be sure,

j

Magaluk bisected the top of the island again,

slipped into the Eskimo village on the far sice of

the hump, and counted the Russians in their sentry

posts.

Finally, he paddled back across the narrow strait

as stealthily as he had come. His report was what
I had expected.

No Airstrip on Big Diomede

“There is no airstrip on the island,” he said, ‘and
j

there are only 28 Russians, most of them civ ilian
j

weather technicians.” Later, government experts
j

re-examined the aerial photograph and discovered

that the airstrip was merely a light streak across the

negative.

This incident typifies the fear complex we have
built up about the Russians and Alaska. Scarcely

a day goes by that someone does not claim the

Soviets could walk in and take our great northern
bastion at will in the event of war. I am not a mili-

j

tary expert, but Alaska has* been my scientific
j

laboratory for 25 years—and to all of these scare
{

stories I can only deliver a one-word answer: “Non-
j

sense!”

For one thing, I do not think the Russians could
j

capture Alaska if they wanted to. Secondly, I don’t

think the Reds are foolish enough even to wdnt to

invade the huge wasteland. For, contrary to gen-

eral belief, the territory is not a land of gold and
j

furs for the taking, but a subcontinent that is more
j

than 99 per cent uninhabited wilderness. Golci and
fur production, in fact, have declined by nearly

j

half since their peak years earlier in the century,

and the great natural resources are still untapped !

and undiscovered. Science unquestionably will

change all this in future generations; but for the
j

time being, Alaska as an offensive base is more a
financial liability than an asset, even to us. 1

These statements may shock most Americans
and I know they will bring down the wrath if the

j

civilian military sages and politicians on my head

—

but they are opinions founded on a lifetime of
j

exploration in a part of the world that has never
j

even been visited by many of the armchair strate-
j

gists.
t 1 I

My basic contention is this: our two mieh
bases at ,

attac

Lieutenant GeneraK2B liam E. Kepner h
able to draw all his forces into rormiaapie. raaar-

protected defense perimeters around them. |A di-

rect airborne assault oh either Wdtlldbd“£s" su icidal

as dropping paratroopers into the cone of an active

volcano. The same thing holds true of bombing
attacks—with the added factor that any bombed
airfield normally can be put back into action in a

matter of two or three days.

I firmly believe that if the Reds were strong
enough in the air to attack Anchorage or Fairbanks,
or the distant Juneau Panhandle region, they would
be strong enough to by-pass Alaska altogether and
land on the coast of (Continued on page 80)
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U.S. Little Diomede (foreground) is lees ihmi three miles from Soviet Big Diomede (rear)

. %

Father Hubbard says Reds would find Alaska
a liability

\

if they did succeed in invading it

PHOTO 8Y FATHSR HUBBARD

Coast line at Tracy Arm shows problem
confronting an enemy attacking by sea

Alaska Peninsula is tangled wilderness; 30-mile trip here once took Father Hubbard four months
\ '

{
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DIRECTOR

^o"'E C 0 D ED COPYn*>
3-29-51

j
NR 292315 7:33 P.M.
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ri—yl

URGENT

STAGE, STATUS REPORT. 66' PERSONS RECOMMENDED AS POTENTIAL STAY

BEHIND AGENTS AND CLOSING REPORTS RE THEM SUBMITTED TO BUREAU.

6 ADDITIONAL PRELIMINARY REPORTS BEING SUBMITTED AS SOON AS SAME

CAN BE TYPED. EFFORTS CONJ1N1HNG TO LOCATE AND INTERVIEW PERSONS

RECEIVED 3-29-51
]

7:39P.M. LL Referral/Consult *
.

CORRECTED \3-29-5lJ 9:43 P.M. 1
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J
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If the intelligence contained in the above message is to he disseminated
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it he suitably paraphrased in
order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems
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Referral/Consult

Total Hours

3. FBI Training:

Russian system of detection
and horn to effect counter-
measures . 3

Secret writing, codes, etc . 8

Deceptive cover and security . 6

Selection and trainina of
Sub-Agents and in.^gjunajlks,

ULsnxming methods

3

3 Referral /Consult

It is contemplated that the above schedule should be
flexille enounh to adapt to the background and capabilities
of the individuals involved . It is also contemplated that each
individual will be available to the Bureau for training at the
rate of four hours per da

u

>'or one muds. oJLhlA ±mn=an££ksl siau
in thn ZsLshluxrhnu clz&£l+ I ,

In connection rith your suggestion for basic training
in the use of a Russian dictionary, it has been determined that

,
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Referral/ Consult

due to the difficulty of the language and the fact that invasion
forces in Alaska would probably be made up of grams from the
Siberian area who do not necessarily sneak Russian, it is more
feasible to substitute a course in the marking and identification
of Soviet equipment, uniforms, etc .

Inasmuch as it is contemplated that a considerable
number of Stay-lehind Agents who are developed will be pulled
out of Alaska in the event of an invasion to be used at a later
date for special assignments in Alaska, it is considered necessary
that training in parachute jumping
of those individuals zho will be s

be aiven to as many a s possible
pn+. hank in-hn A. In aka. f

”



Referral /Consult

Your specific reconne notations are desired relative to t 7 e

financial aspects involved during the training phase of this program .

It should be discreetly determined as to what type of short-term
life and accident insurance is available in Alaska and the

approximate cost involved • You should *ear in mind that the maximum
period of training for the Stay-behind Agents will not exceed six
weeks in duration • Your comments are desired relative to the

security involved, in securing the insurance policies f that is y

whether consideration sho 'Id be given to taking out these policies
in the United States or in Alaska . You should be most circumspect
in making these inquiries and under no circumstances should you
recommend a specific insurance company in subsequent contacts

to the Stay-behind Agent ,

4 -



It is likewise desired that you consider the guestion of
remuneration and personal expenses involved for t he individual
8tc y-J-ehind Agent while he is receiving training . It is believed
that n'> hard and fast rule can be set r.o in f h zs regard but v'il 7

depend no-m the financial condition, / a' ily resoonsibilities

,

etc*, of the individual involved * Transportation costs from
residence in Alaska to the air tori (UPAF-Anc^oraae) and rct’irn,
salary in lieu of customary earnings, personal expenses and.
insurance costs should be included in your study of this problem*

Referral/Consult . , . , , .
Advise the Bureau immediately of your o-serv^tions,

suggestions, and recommendations concerning the financial
arrangements which you feel should be effected in this matter *

In the meantime, the administrative case files of the
recommended Stay-behind Agents should be carefully reviewed to
determine which individuals should first receive the necessary
training, which ones will agree to come to the U. S. to receive
same and v'hich ones will be agreeable to receiving t he parachute
jump training* All factors should be carefully considered in
this connection, especially the age, physical condition, and
educational background of the individual. It is suggested in
this regard that a representative number of Stay-be hind Agents
who arc easily accesihle be contacted, relative to the propos d
training program and efforts he no. e to determine their reactions
relative to the proposed training in the B* D* and when they light
possibly be available to receive the training* fou should there-
after advise the Bureau immediately whether arrangements can he
perfected by you with the St-<y-behind Agents, t'he'reby these
individuals can proceed to Washington at the rate of two per
week, traveling separately, beginning on or about April 25, 1951,

It is recalled that in your letter to the bureau dated
2-7-51, informati on was set forth reflecting that military
authorities in Alaska had informed you that the strategic areas
in Alaska are Anchorage, Fairbanks, feimrd, HcGrath, Galena and.
Nome*

** t? **



You are instructed to re-examine the problen of
coverage in line with the recently defined strategic areas
and submit your observations and recommendations to the Bureau
as to v)hether the Stay-behind Agent coverage in the vicinities
of the above named localities is adequate.' Referral/consult

You should also prepare a list of the Stay-behind
Agents who have been recommended by the Anchorage Office 3
contacted and agreed, to act in connection loith *this program3
said list bgjjig 6rc>.*erc dmm and thereafter>
discuss
adequacy of
copy of the
of the

Jxl

the question of
furnished

\shonld
oo date

with a
he informed
in the

coverage • TEe "Bureau should,
list prepared in this regard

number of Stay-behind Agents deve'iuyen
strategic areas and aoprised of thejz ge neral qualifications «
It will not be necessary to inform Concerning the identities
of the individuals involved at this time ; however > you should
immediately inform the Bureau of upur rriemn as ±n when their
identities should be made known to

It is imperative that you give this matter immediate
attention . A reply to this communication should reach the
Bureau within six days of its receipt in the Anchorage Office *,

and should include :jour views 3 obscurations and recormendations
in connection with the training program which is outlined herein

‘

b

- O -
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64 % (

Office Memomn^rr, • united states government
0

/J.OM s

Director, FBITO

from s SAC, I . vhorage

SUBJECT:

DATE: 4/7/51
i/r'*'

~ 1 -A, - sba progh&j I- » IB

(
- r/>' z,'

-^Tebulet to Anchorage 4/4/51 entitled “Proposed Plan for intelligence
Coverage in Alaska in the Event of Invasion (Stay Behind Agent Program).

Bureau F :.le 65-59264.

be
bic

^Tt was determine . /ne correct name of this individual wa;

]
However the case in this office has been

closed. Upon receipt or reliable infornation that he[

in for

"land v/as a'lisn hospitalized

In addition it was reported he was extremely talkative,

likes to impress people with his importance by talking, and it was

suggested that he not be contacted regarding any confidential natter

for this reason.

In view of this information no further consideration

should be afforded this individual under this program.

be
b7C

66-396
SSPsHCST

r.i )^53 II
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Referral/ ConsultDEFERRED

RENTAGE STATUS REPORT. SIXTY-SEVEN PERSONS RECOMMENDED AS

POTENTIAL STAY BEHIND AGENTS AND CLOS I NGJ?EP0RTg1?EGARD I NG .

THEM SUBMITTED TO BUREAU. LFTTFR n ftTFn fSFCONn /TNRTMIT WFNT -

FORWARD OUTLINING PROGRAM 0F|

REQUESTED BUREAU EXP

INDIVIDUALS ON WHOM PRELIMINARY REPORTS HAVE
THEY MAY BE INTERVIEWED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

EDITE CONSIDERATION OF FOLLOWING

BEEN SUBMITTED SO

j RECEIVED: /4-5-51^1^7:53 PM

' SPS'&KW
. . - .9 4 „ www nr~'f .

sp*, 0&-A Lzpvi 7/90 Voo-my L_

\ SLA

W;'T')VJM
;/73 S/fi'J (<J)

(H)

be
b7C

*
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p*

'

1

1
1

•>

RECORDED - 85 lirTrL
?'

' /

(<•0 $
,vtf>

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in
order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic system/^ i

*

,
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum •

SUBJECT:

Director, FBI

SAC, Anchorage

kWIN15TRATIVE - SBA PROGR&M

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
ry

DATE: April 7, 1951.

:b6

b7C

Rebulet to "Anchorage dated April 4> 1951 entitled Proposed Plan

for Intelligence Coverage in Alaska in the Event of Invasion (Stay Behind.

Agent Program). Bureau File 65-59264*

r The case in this office has been closed and no further

consideration may be given to las he is noiw deceased. be
b7C

66-^407

S3P sHC.T

3q^^r/ .

RECORDED *49 /r;
INDEXED - 49 1951

f, ir 0 -*

*r i-

r v-;
- ?

«

* m.



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

• f
Office Memorandum • united states government

i/r
DATE: 4/7/51

VV
SUBJECT:

Director, FBI

SAC, An-:forage

he
b7C

ASHT;! 1V15 - SBa PROGRAM

Rebulet to Anchorage dated April 4', 1951 entitled Proposed

Plan for Intelligence Coverage in Alaska in the Event of Invasion

(Stay Behind urgent Program). Bureau File 65-59264*

The case in this matter has been closed by the anchorage Office

because of- information received that

who is associated with
I

is the brother to

Anchorage File 87-185,

who appears to be connected with a narcotics traffic in Fairbanks and is

a known prostitute.
“ 1 ~

be afforde-

this infornation no further consideration should

(under the instant program.

/-

-b6

b7C

b6
b7C

66-384
SSPsHCST

4$

7 2.i /
-

T

* AFil XX

- *
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(/ft
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u
LAC, Anchorage

ip. \' r Director, FBI rt.oFM ATi^nror

c /

F.iOFK^D FLU: FOB m^LLl^SC* COVBUAGL IF
ALlU&l Xu -i— - V. OF ! VAuUB
(Ctay-behind Agent Frogran) _

Leurlct 4-11-81*

The suggestions and observations submitted in

referenced let er have C M reviewed, and based upon an

analysis thereof, the following instructions are being

issued!

1* The individuals residing in the strategic
areas of Nome, Fairbanks and Seward, who
have been recommended Ly the Anchorage
office as atay-behind Agents for inclusion
in this program., should be recontacted, The
proposed trailing program, should be briefly
'outlined and efforts made to determine then
these persons i ill be available to receive
braining in the United States, It should be

determined whether they will agree to parti-
cipating in the parachute jump training•

The financial aspects of instant program
should be explored. Although no specific
offer, as such, should be made to these agents,
it is suggested that their reaction be ob~‘

tainsd concerning the following financial

\

arrangements!

"jr*r

WMAYttj ft * ? *

b'jw

A , Remuneration of x150, 00 per weak
basic pay plus ..4,00 per diem for .

incidental expenses, if no junp
training taken , This would include
a period of approximately two weeks
in uachington, D, C ,, plus air
travel time from Alaska to the V, X,

and return-,
i, *

4

n, Jff),pprh cipatt nn in junp
.
braining,

.r ‘ same as above for the first two
veet's in . ashingion, B, C, ^

,
'

<

f 170,00 per leek basic gay, plus
oku. par diem as above, for the

,

appro « irate £-1/8 weeks during ihe

jump training course , ,

.

; ,\\ •

.
,* *

' v\ i

1 -

}/\ 1

I

'/



2* The same action as set forth above should be
taken in connection with Hie £tay~bekind Agents
in Galena and McGrath, Alaska, as coon as the
initial contacts have teen race with these
individuals*

Referral/ Consult

Forward to the Bureau prior to J 'ay 10, lDsl, a
list of ike reports on the Gtay-bcb.Sad
which you propose to disseminate id

jesuue T,?

*1 Ghr j a 7 ntfl

is

pere onalTEMeJIIIEZ n -i n i &&

reports to
m mn reoar

a

of
a

It is suggeWW
creetly irtjormi
maintaining these thjjutts vn
place, and that the contents of the reports,
made available only to limited personnel ij|

which he may designate •

ezdnatTon Will be

|

You should
tpe pertinent

on the latter date •

that you dis-
the necessity of
safe and secure

4, Continue the development of poioniial Piay-hchtnd
Agents . It is not believ d it at a decision can
be reached at this time as to whether he coverage
is adequate, but mill depend upon the number of
agents already dev loped who will agree to come to
the United States for training• It is quite
possible that during the training some of -Kese
individuals will decline, to act, either because
of fear, or personal reasons , Although every
effort must be made to keep this nur.ler to the
minimum, it is believed such a possibility exists
which mould, i. e refore, perceptibly affect the
adequacy of coverage •

Tor your information, arrangements are being made
to photograph and fingerprint all trainees at the Bureau •

The Anchorage office will be advised of ' he results of
fingerprint checks and will be provided with copies of the
rf otographs of the agents .

<: ith reference co your suggestion that the bureau
consider the possibility of contacting the superiors of
potent ial Ftay-tc hinu ’gents in Government service, or in
private industry, in oraer that requests can be r.aae for

- 2



their, to receive a leave of absence to attend training
school, this is to advise >,:,ai x he 'ureau raconiiees the
merit of your suggestion, however, it is believed that
such procedure would possibly jeopardise the security
of instant program. Is you are aware, the bureau has
proceeded with this natter on the tneory that the fever
people who are cognisant of the project, the better the
chances are to Maintain the development of this program
confiden 'ial and keep the operation secure , The action
suggested by you in this regard is not being approved.
In the event one of the individuals select'd cannot cone
to the U, 2, for training u t thoui securing some type of
clearance fror, his superior, the Bureau mould only con-
sider such action under unusual circumstances and in case
the services of the individual are essential for the
implementation of the program. Under no circumstances
should a Ctay-behina Agent be informed that the Bureau
iould intercede with his employer to secure such a
desired clearance

,

In the future, in submitting information re-
flecting contact with a Atay-behind Agent, the Bureau
s ould be advistd of ihe results thereof by a separate
communication on every Utay-hehind Agent so that all
pertinent data relative to the individual will le con-
tained in his administrative file. Information set forth
in refenneed letter, specifically pages 2, 3 and d, which
reflects contacts wi »h ihe seven individuals mentioned
therein, should La incorporated in the appropriate case
files maintained in ihe Anchorage office. The same action
is being taken at * he mureau,

lou should continue to give all phases of this
program, your personal attention and keep i h-e tixreau ad-
vised of all developments.



NO. 64

0̂ Memorandum • united states government

Director, FBI

SAC, Anchorage

April 11, 1951

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT: PROPOSED PIAN_FGR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE v

IN ALASKA IN EVENT OF INVASION
(STAY BEHIND AGENT PROGRAM)
(65-59264) KSLASSITip)

Rebulet April 6, 1951*

There is set out hereinafter the information requested in
referenced letter and observations concerning the training program#

It is believed that training the Agents in Washington and
singly has a distinct advantage from a security angle, although it is quite
possible that it will be a more expensive proposition#

With reference to caching, this office has advised the
Bureau in Anchorage letter dated February 13, 1951, that we are presently
compiling a dossier with reference to this operation# It will be accelerated
and submitted to the Bureau at the earliest possible moment#

With reference to the short term insurance policy which
’ the Bureau suggested in favor of eaoh potential agent who goes into Washington
L for training, contact was had here with Life and

• Accident and Health Department, Edward b. uoiigy Agency ior VAS uontlhental
Casualty Company and Continental Assurance Company in Anohorage. He was not,
of coin:se, advised in anyway of the particulars of this program but was merely
asked concerning short terip. insurance* He stated that it could, of course, be
written but that his company as well as any other insurance company, would have
to know the names of the insured, the age of the insured, as well as the risk
involved# He said that his company would have to know if the insurance written
was a program involving unusual risks or unusual circumstances. He said that
insurance policies could be written on a confidential basis, in which event
they could all be handled through one. person# He continued that the shortest
standard term insurance presently written by his company (and probably by
other companies) is 5 years# The price of such insurance would, of course,
depend on the risks involved and the age of the insured# It is suggested
that insurance such as that contemplated by the Bureau, which will be of a

confidential nature, could be best handled by a company in the States and
probably in Washington, D# C#

OPIEP p-Q—
With regard to expenses during training, all potential

R 5b AL'Stay Behind! Agents in the Anchorage areawho were available were contacted
J^.and information obtained which would reflect on the cost of their training
. to the Government. These data are as follows:

I JHWsMMA

^ 65-298
Enclosure b

APR 141051..

H
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Letter to the Director, FBI .

April 11, 1951

PROPOSED PLAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE
IN ALASKA IN EVENT OF IXIVASION

(STAY BEHIND AGENT PROGRAI!)

1 - FRANK B. MOORE , 621 15th Street, Anchorage

He advised that he is presently making a little over $600 a .month

for a 6 day week , which days consist of 8 to 10 hours* He continued that

he could go to Washington for training school consisting of 6 weeks at any
time* He said that his family consists of a wife only* He owns his home

here and is making payments on- it* Hence, he felt that he should receive

as much money for the time away from his job as he would earn if he were
working* He has at the present time a $15,000 life insurance policy* He

stated that he would take parachute jump training if necessary. It is

noted that he was born March 30, 1908, being 43. years of age* In addition

to the remuneration noted above, he stated that he felt he should get

approximately $3_ or $4 daily for incidental expense money.

2 - Anchorage

b6
b7C

Upon inquiry he stated that his only dependent was a wife* He said

he would participate in parachute jump training if the same were included in
the training program* He stated that his present income is approximately

$1000 .per,.month* He is the proprietor and only attendant at his f

orand if he were called away from it he would have tq
get: n'is wife to attend it while he was gone* If he could do this, hq coni

tinned

.

to operate
uuuiu gu uu Washington, he said be

she yronld have t° obtain a leave of absence from her job witt

With reference to the date on which he

could go at any time*

3 - Anchorage b6
b7C

upon contact stated that his dependents are a wife and one

child, he said that he could go to 'Washington at any time for training if he

received two weeks notice* He said that he was willing to take parachute

jump training but it is noted that he has a bad ankle* This probably would

prevent Trim from participating in this training. With reference to expenses,

he said that it would take $700 per month to cover his expenses in Anchorage

and his salary loss from his job as manager o:

4 J Anchorage

informed that his income as proprietor of|

is approximately $10,000 per year. He said his family responsibilities

are a wife and children. He continued that he could go to Washington at any

be
b7C

- 2 -



Leister to the "Director,

April 11, '1951

PBI PROPOSED PIAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE
IN AIASKA IN EVENT OF INVASION
(STAY" BEHIND AGENT PROGRAM)

time hut that his expenses would vary depending upon the time of year he went.
He said if he went during June, July, August or September, which he would do

if the request was urgent, he would lose an income of approximately $15Q0 per

month. He said that if he went during the month of October he would lose an
income of approximately $500 to $750 per month. He said that if he went during
the months of December, January and other winter months he would lose an income
of approximately only 0-300 per month. However, as stated above, he ssp-d_±ha,t

he would go at any time he was called, with the loss of income quoted.

ptated that he presently has a $12,000 life insurance policy and a

life insurance policy as well as a $5000 and a $10,000 aviation accident
policy, tfye $10 .000 amount to be paid if he is killed in a commercial b6thf
aircraft.

|
also advised that he felt that a $10,000 insurance

policy should be taken out on his life if he travel s by military plane.

.b7C

Tilth reference to parachute jump training] |said that he would take

such training but that if he has a choice he would not participate in this

phase.

5 -

|advised that his income at present is approximately
$8000 to yl0,000. His family consists of a wife and 2 children who would
stay here during the training period. He said he felt his personal inci-

dental expenses would be $3 to $5 daily but would accept any amount which
the Government felt to be fair. With reference to the date of his training,

he said that he had| beginning May
approximately two weeics ana wouia gross nim approximately15 which would last

§1800. He did not desire to go during that period It is noted the bear
lscheduled. beseason is over June 20, after which he has|

Tilth reference to parachute jump training, he said that he would jump on b7C
occasion if absolutely necessary but at this time does not desire any such

training. It is noted he is employed by£ and if he went

into "Washington for training he would either have to obtain a leave of

absence without pay, in which event he would want to be paid the amount
of money lost, or nh-hn-in rai ^ Ian™. Tt j s not that he will use most
of his annual leave
to obtain leave without pay.

hence, he probably will have

6 A Anchorage

1950 1:

It is noted he has openec

and does not know whathis income win
e made approximately $6500. He said that he expected to make more than

in Anchorage on
hOWhVSr , he said that uuring

- 3 -

be
b7C
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Letter to the Director, FBI
April 11, 1951

PROPOSED FIAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE
IN AIASKA IN EVENT OF INVASION
(stay behind agent program)

thi^ He said that
for -Graining until he Had gotten his
he had a choice would wait till the iaivcer par

rather not go into Washington
[business on its feet and if
of 1951. His dependents are

a wife and one child who would stay in Anchorage while he was in training.
He stated that in addition to receiving the amount of money he would lose
by being away from his business, he felt he should have approximately 03
a day for incidental expenses. He stated he did not desire to participate
in the parachute jump training.

7 A

Istated that his income at prgsgnt js approinnately
er year. Be has a I I

t toi
;

1

it is noted that most or his Income is made between April
ana November. He said he felt he could go to Washington for a period of
training in October or November gratis. Although he could go during this
period, it was pointed out by him that during the time he was away he
could have earned approximately! k week here. With reference to
parachute jump training,] [commented that he was patriotic
enough "to j^P on occasion TT necessary but he did not desire such
training.

be
b7C

By way of observation concerning the above comments of the
individuals contacted, it is noted that the expenses would be considerable.
From these contacts, it could be noted in the case of most of the potential
Stay Behind Agents that their income is derived mainly during the months
between April and November of each year. The cost to the Government in
replacing their incomes between November and April would be very materially
decreased if the training could be had at that time.

With reference to those agents who should be the first
to go, it is believed that they should be chosen for the training -that they
would receive in the most important phases, namely, those who would operate
radios and receive radio training should be among the first. It is believed
that those of sufficient youth and vigorous health should be chosen among
the first. Also, of necessity, those who can get away from their businesses
or jobs will necessarily have to be chosen at the time when they can most
expeditiously go.

With reference to the

J

4 Referral/Consult



a*

f ’with reference to the Bureau’s direction that a list of

the agents already recommended be compiled geographically and alphabetically,

there are being transmitted herewith 5x8 cards on each of the 67 agents

recommended to date. A copy of each of these cards has been maintained

here for current use. As each additional agent is recommended and closing

reports submitted to the Bureau, cards will be made up similar to those

enclosed and forwarded for inclusion in the Bureau’s file. It is suggested

that the Bureau official supervising this program may desire to maintain
these cards for ready reference. Referral/Consult

/

here
informed during the conference on April iu, lyoi, or the numoer or agents

we have developed in each strategic area and their general qualifications

but identities of the same were not divulged to them. Referral/Consult

It is recommended that the identities of the agents who
i have been recommended be .given tof

they are given td

here be given tq

at the same time
and that copies or the reports compiled

recommended that this be done immediately.

"I at that time. It is also

By way of general observation concerning the training

phase of this program, the following is noted:

1 - As observed above, in the polling of a cross section of the

potential agents it is noted that the cost of the training would
be very materially decreased if it were given during the winter months,

inasmuch as is the case of most persons in the territory of Alaska, the

potential agents are receiving most of their income during the months

between April 1 and November 1 of each year#

- 5 -



Letter to the Director, FBI

jril 11, 1951
C

PROPOSED PLAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE

IN ALASKA IN EVENT OF INVASION
(STAY BEHIND AGENT PROGRAM)

2 - Inspector T* E* BAUGHTEN v/as in attendance at the conference on

April 10, 1951, as was noted above, and has thoroughly reviewed

the Stay Behind Agenb Program in the Anchorage Office*

3 - It is recommended that photographs and fingerprints be obtained

from each trainee at the time he arrives in Washington for

training*

4 - It is suggested that the Bureau may desire to consider the possibility

of contacting the superiors of potential Stay Behind Agents in Govern-

ment service or in private industry in order that they can receive a leave of

absence in which to attend training school.

- 6 -
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TTOM AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

iJIATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

:OI SfJ.

CQ-lH

(inspector G. H* Bayfield March 23, 1951

RECORDED * 63 soue3® of ibimaa&izz n. sitmi of sar

s' Io> n
•2' O

Reference is made to your memorandum dated f

March 21, 1951*toision file No. 300-11 (950), H,Q. file
No. 0 U-1-1312XJ

For your information discussions are under way
with military authorities regarding planning for sources of
intelligence in event of war but those discussions are being
confined to the territory of Alaska and have miLjuuilaBuiLated
arrv imr»b nT an in t.ha i»rnvHMental United States f

Should there be any indications of discussions re-
garding possible planning involving North American areas other
than Alaska, we will, of course, notify you. Yfe would
appreciate hearing from you in the event similar discussions
take place

br^the information o

/'—V •w i

"CERtOTu

RSGISXERED AIR MAIL

cc — Foreign Service Desk

,\\l> "ss/i-a-sV

t
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;/ FB I RADIOGRAM

Tolson

Ladd

Clegg

Glavln

Nlchols_

Rosen

Tr&d_
Harbo

tenont

DECODED COPYr)&l(>A)

4-12-51
(«)
NR 122017

SJAGE, STATUS REPORT. SIXTY-EIGHT PERSONS RECOMMENDED AS

SPl-BTSm
t; —_

00 *116 */

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably. paraphrased in
order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems/j^ |/,ji

, ..
^ M)



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum

to : the DIRECTOR

FROM : JfR. D. If. LADD

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: April 11

SUBJECT: PROPOSED PLAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE
H:wnrOISrA~IN THEEVENTOF INVASION

-ffifsiay^SeKind Agent Program

J

PURPOSE:

KtWFOtt

wrem
1"

w
Gandy_

dej'ini
Anchorage

(1) To ad vis e^thad^iJ?^xs^eptfMat&d^apj)rj)_xxmgteIry- ,5Q^iridic __

viduals in Ala'ska ~willThe selected io serve aa_Staj(sbehinjl^sj^
i n title .eveniP*Piiatr

~
T'e

i

rr ito rv i s invaded: C2) to inf o rm that the

ue stion of ade quae

y

o'.f c overage thi s re gard^ i n.^ Alaska has not be e

n

y"reso I
7Y>ea grief i 8 ,p

l

re

Referral /Consult

BACKGROUND t
'

_

You will recall that' during the past few months the Anchorage

Office has given top priority to the development of individuals in

Alaska who will remain there and serve as Stay-behind Agents in the

event that Territory might be attacked and occupied by the Russians •

By memorandum from V • P* Keay to Mr* A H• Belmont dated March 31,

1951 s a plan for the training of these agents was presented for
approval. In connection therewith,
how many such agents is it planned to_have . E. n

Referral/Consult
OBSERVATIONS.

h

As or todau-.--tft.e_-4nc_fto.7ia.ue OT.fi ce has Repeloped^ 66_person s who

aj2e be ing_c onsjdejz_ed_as_pp^ssJfle_agAn ts-. The deuel^xmcnt of these
i.nr). i. T>i. dun. 7 .9 Ls c ontinuing.ffintil such^time^ as the SAClftfLAnchorage and

agree'that coverage^s_gd;epjidfp^and^hp^UDem-Cpncurp_
i n the i r re o

o

mmendat ion . From the gxpup developed3 .it is extim^bed
t ftat M. --willJ?JL selected to serue g g

"fitdu-

beh Tnci Aaen.i..3'..ancL^£^lQJ^-ed appropriate training
FBI .

~~ *
'

•

t>y

As uou are aware, the

mnnrnrtrr jmrmr xjrrrj c
,

Referral/ Consult

ihuxa EflaajLaf a£ r&siLLLs of the ^conference betwepfi FBI
you will be advised.

ACTION: RECOROtu
TW

This is for your information..^.
’API 1

A <r,“ Referral /Consult

\
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FB I RADIOGRAM
4-42a

DECODED COPY <yf

cisgs _

Tracy

Alden

f Eowont ,

v/uushlln

r '$')('*)
U-19-51J 7

NR 192022 6:21 PM^“vFROM^JienORAGE

^ETtRECTOR URGENT
T :

\

^TAGp. STATUS REPORT. SEVENTY-TWO PERSONS RECOMMENDED AS

POTENTIAL STAY BEHIND AGENTS AND CLOSING REPORT SUBMITTED TO

BUREAU. FOURTEEN INDIVIDUALS REMAIN ON WHOM PRELIMINARY

REPORTS HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED AND BUREAU AUTHORITY RECEIVED

TO INTERVIEW. THESE ARE ASSIGNED AND EFFORT BEING MADE TO

CONTACT THEM. TWO PRELIMINARY REPORTS SUBMITTED MIDMM TING. .

BUREAU AUTHORITY TO INTERVIEW. RE ANCHORAGE LETrl 1TmT&STANT 'u
'

PAGE 5 LINE 2. GULKANA SHOULD BE GALENA.^

c *

RECEIVED
^

f'XUsS

*

Y$> l » 'r^ X*J ’’ J

RECORDED - 50

EX-22

Jf m
,

*• y

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to he disseminated
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it he suitably -paraphrased in
order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems/j2^y(tjl

("
.

>
-:ic
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FB I RADIOGRAM
4-42a

0*
/
-

CODED CO

\
|

,

4-26-51J NR 262022

URGENT

^
/4:23 PM /

^STAGE- STATUS REPORT. SEVENTY-TWO PERSONS RECOMMENDED AS PO-

TENTIAL STAY-BEHIND AGENTS AND CLOSING REPORTS SUBMITTED TO BUREAU-

TWELVE ADDITIONAL INTERVIEWS AUTHORIZED AND ATTEMPTS BEING MADE
TO HANDLE SAME CERTAIN OF THESE PERSONS UNAVAILABLE AT PRESENT-

ONE CASE PENDING AWAITING INVESTIGATION ANOTHER FIELD OFFICE.

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to he disseminated
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it he suitab-ly.paraphrased in
order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic system

) (u)



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum •

>/

TO : MR. A. H.

FROM S 7 . P. KEAY

SUBJECT:

EELMOffQ

% w
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

date: March 31y 1951

PROPOSED PLAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE \SjL jjff,
IlfaALASiCA IN THE EVENT OF INVASION

,
r':(.

(STAY-BEHIND AGENT PROGRAM) fit ’iHC ItoJTW'*& Ur 3X— '

—

y
wsiapw-m

mms--
To present for approval a plan for the training- of . *

individuals to he used as Stay-Behind Agents in Alaska in fJ*
the event of invasion . To submit for approval a letter to ttteP~
SAC at Anchorage advising him of the plans for instant training
and requesting his comments in connection therewith. a *.[L,

mcmmv : Referral/Consult
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Referral/Consult

Total Hours

3 , FBI Training:

Russian system, of detection and
how to effect countermeasures.

Secret writing3 codes3 etc.

Deceptive cover and security

.

Selection and training of
Sub-Agents and informants.

8

6

lit ftn 7*m. inn V} *frh n d q

Referral/ Consult

It is contemplated that the above schedule should be
flexible enough to adapt to the background and capabilities
of the individuals involved , It is also contemplated that each
individual will be available to the Bureau for training at the
rate of four hours per day for one week of his tw&=2iiR£]Ls l sdiau
in tfte 7/ashinntnn mrgrt. ffo mi.ii available to

Inasmuch as it is contemplated that a considerable
number of the Stay-Behind Agents who are developed will be pulled
out of Alaska in the event of an invasion to be used at a later
date for special assignments in Alaska } it is considered necessary
that training in parachute jumping be given to as many as possible
of those indiiildiiaJ-s who mi-LZ he. s^n± ha_ajc. —La a xa ai** ~r~ -*•*-

~,j

connect^onj

3 Referral /Consult



Referral/ Consult

»

It has been suggested that the Bureau pay, as they would on
a confidential informant basis, these Stay-Behind Agents while
they are receiving their training . The amount of such pay would

,

1 i°f course,
,
be determined on an individual basis and considerations

liswcft os the individual's family, loss of income during training

,

and individual expenses should be considered and recommendations
Itmade by the SAC at Anchorage * It has also been suggested that

BATE OF INSTITUTION OF TRAINING- PROGRAM:

It appears that the plan outlined herein is feasible and
provides a maximum of security with a minimum of expense . It is
recommended that the Bureau approve this plan of training for

- 5 -
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V* «

these individuals and -that -the at-bached letter -bo -the SAC in

Anchorage advising him, of these plans for training be forwarded

with instructions that he immediately make available his comments

concerning the plan . The attached letter also instructs that the

SAC in Anchorage advise whether arrangements can be perfected for

these individuals to proceed to Washington at the rate °f fwo
per week3 traveling separately3 beginning on or about April ao3 ib>oi

ADDENDUM:
Referral/ Consult

EXECUTIVES ' CONFERENCE April 7, 1951
RECOMMENDATION :

On April 53 1951 3 the Executives 1 Conference 3 consi sting

of Messrs • Tolson 3 Ladd 3 Clegg 3 G-lavin 3 Harbo 3 Rosen 3 Quinn Tamm

for Mr • Tracy 3 Mohr 3 Nease 3 and Belmont 3 cnnsiile-vsd-^the-nbove

program with particular reference to the training listed for the
FBI "and~ expense which will be involved incomectionwzth a. shgrt-
term insurance policy for each Stay-Be hind Agent and reimbursement
to these Agents for lossi of money while they are away from Alaska .

The Conference recommended that the Bureau proceed on the basis
that we will conduct this training and will meet the necessary
expenses of reimbursement and insurance,3, each to be on an .

individual basis dependent on the necessary reimbursement to the

indi vidual Agent* / l



Office Memorandum
V* k r. v

m

<u

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

date: April 2&, 2952

if

Referral /Consult

A, H, BELMONT

C, E, SEN.

PROPOSED PLAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE
IN ALASKA IN THE EVENT OF INVASION
(Stay-behind Agent Program.)

, COHWH^t

PURPOSE: l

O

To set forth an analysis of the observations and -nrf
suggestions of the SAC, Anchorage, relative to' \<

developments in instant program

,

To submit proposals concerning the financial aspects

of the training phase of th’is project

To recommend that the Anchorage office be instructed
to continue the development of potential Stay-behin
Agents and to contact agents already developed in the

strategic areas of Alaska (except Anchorage) to deter
mine when said indi vidupls will .be available for
training to be given \FBI at Washington 3

BACKGROUNDS

Referral/ Consult
You will recall that V, P. Keay’s memorandum to you

dated March 31, 1951, set forth for approval a plan for the

\tra

i

Rina nf Xtan-hehind ^oents. Sunmarilu, the plan provided

YET would. "provWe We
graining previously agreea upon oy i/he Bureau • On April 5*
hntri mr +. 1.110 & * (Inn fere* n nns ideved i:his nhase of i951, the Executives ' Conference considered this phase of the

n /program with particular reference to the training responsi-
' bilities of the Bureau and expenses involved in connection
with a short-term insurance policy for every Stay-behind Agent
and reimbursement to these agents for loss of time and income

during the training period , The Conference recommended that
the Bureau proceed on the basis that we will conduct this

j

training and will meet the necessary expenses, of reimbursement
and insurance, each to be on an individual basis , It is noted
that the Director made the following comment thereon: n0k.

Just approximately how many such agents is it planned to have

,

H» ,r (The latter inquiry was answered by Mr, Ladd's memorandum
to the Director dated 4-11-51, It was approximated that
possibly 50 agents would receive training,)

JO

L

ifi WTB: bjw

6 S4MAY 18 1251

COriEo DESTTiOTfl'D

R584WOJ > j0°

iltoUrvUhD - 53 hi JyT' /'U /C /
(a

kay 9 :mm



By letter dated 4-6-51, the SAC at Anchorage was
advised of contemplated plans for instant training and
his comments were requested • He was instructed to con-
tact a representative number of individuals recommended
by the Anchorage office , who were readily available, to
determine their reaction to the proposal of being brought
to the U» S• for trainings to determine what type of
short-term insurance was available which could be secured
by these agents to cover their period of trainings and,
to explore the financial aspects of this undertaking in

order to determine what reimbursement would be expected
by these agents for loss of time and income during the
period of training•

ANALYSIS OF SAC WILLIAMS ’ fANCHORAGE) OBSERVATIONS

By letter dated 4-11-51, SAG Williams pointed out as
follows

:

of
2. The training/agents at SOG will have a distinct

advantage from a security angle, although it will
be a more expensive proposition

,

2, A representative of the Continental Casualty
Company and Continental Assurance Company in
Anchorage stated that short-term insurance could
be written , but it would be necessary to know
the name of the insured, his age as well as
the risk involved; further, that the company
would have to know if the insurance written
involved unusual risks 'or unusual circumstances •

The shortest term insurance presently written
by the company is 5 years •

SAC Williams suggested that the insurance , such as is

contemplated by the Bureau which will be of a confidential
nature, could be best handled by a company in the U» S,,
probably in Washington, 2>. (7.

Referral/Consult
Comments:

It Ts con

-

tempTated tKat Wose agents wild wTU agree to take

- 2 -
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Referral/Consult

the parachute ±ujpp -braining
This undobnr&nnrg wurrru ue con-

sidered an TTun^ue risk u or an nunusual circumstance

"

as far as insurance coverage is concerned » The
insurance originally considered was only -bo cover
the risks involved in transporting the agent from
Alaska to the U. S. , the period of his training,
and return trip to Alaska . This means a period of
about 3 weeks if jump training is excluded, and
6 weeks if jump training taken •

SupervTsor ~EZ SI SanSers^ ZWTson SecTTorT, SeFurTUy
.Tliuisinn, wM has &eerc contact wlM

PROPOSED ACTION (a)

It is further proposed that thereafter. Super-
visor Sanders make discreet inquiries of reputable
insurance firms in Washington in order to deter-
mine what specific coverage can be secured, and
the costs involved , Sanders has indicated he has

sources from whom the desired infoTmation can be

obtained.

- 3 -



3. Seven recommended Stay-behind Agents readily
available in the vicinity of Anchorage have been
recontacted in order to secure their reaction
to being brought to the U. S* for training3 and
efforts made to determine what financial arrange-
ments could possibly be worked out in this regard

.

These individuals have incomes varying from $600,
to $2,000 » monthly. Besides being reimbursed for
possible loss of income 3 everyone considered he
should also receive $3, to $5,00 extra per day
for incidental expenses. The majority of those
contacted indicated they did not desire to partici-
pate in the parachute jump training but would do so
if they had no choice in the matter.

It was further pointed out that some of these in-
dividuals make the most, or at least the larger
party of their income during the summer months 3

that is } from approximately April to October. It
was stated that if these individuals could receive
their training later on in the season 3 the cost
to the government would be considerably decreased.

Comments

:

It is noted these seven individuals have an average
income of about $935. monthly. Removing the two
hi gh-salaried ones 3 1 of $1000. and 1 of $23 000

.

monthly 3 the average income is roughly $685. monthly

.

This latter figure amounts to about $160. weekly

.

It is not believed that the Bureau should consider
reimbursing a $103 000 or $253 000. a year man for his
loss of time and income. The cost would be pro-

hibitive.

PROPOSED ACTIM (b)

It is proposed that the Bureau consider reimbursing
the Stay-behind Agents during their training period3

as follows:

No jump trailing

$150.00 per week basic pay plus $4.00
per diem for incidental expenses

.

If jump tj^iryin£ Utcluded

Same as above for two weeks training in
Washington3 D. C. 3 and $175.00 per week

- 4 -



basic pay (plus same per diem as
above) for the approximate 2-1/2
weeks extra during the jump training

course.

At first glance this proposed plan of reimbursing
the Stay-behind Agents might appear to be excessive.
It is pointed out, however, that rates of income
in the Territory of Alaska are much higher than
they are in the United States, The basic proposal
of remuneration being considered is to reimburse
these individuals for loss of income and time
while undergoing training. It is observed that
the Bureau has taken into consideration the cost of
living in Alaska with Bureau personnel assigned
there, and that they receive a 25% differential
in cost of living which is in addition to their base
pay. Bearing these factors in mind, and considering
that these Stay-behind Agents are being selected
and trained to carry out a very important and
dangerous assignment, in the event of invasion,
which may even effect the security of the United
States, it is not believed that the rates of pay
suggested are excessive

,

It is further proposed that the SAG at Anchorage
be instructed to bear the above proposed payment
plan in mind when recontacting the Stay-behind
Agents to work out the training schedule

,

Opvmentss

It is not believed that the Bureau can completely
concur in SAC Williams * recommendation that coverage
is adequate in spite of the fact that, according
to Anchorage radiogram 4-19-51, 72 persons have been
recommended as Stay-behind Agents, The problems
involved are (l) How many who have agreed to act
will agree to coming to the ' U, S, for training
purposes?; and, of those agreeing to come. How many
will take the parachute jump training2 Although



o large number has agreed -bo aci if only a
representative number can be prevailed upon
to take the necessary training3 our coverage will
decline perceptibly , In view of this } con-
sideration should be given to continuing the
development of potential Stay-behind Agents •

PROPOSED ACTION (c)

It is proposed that the SAC at Anchorage be in-
structed to continue the development of potential
Stay-behind Agents until such time as it can be
more definitely determined if coverage is adequate

,

5, The Anchorage office has suggested that the
Stay-behind Agents be photo graphed and finger-
printed during the time they are in Washington

,

D, C,

Comment :

It is believed this is a sound suggestion

,

PROPOSER ACTION (d)

It is proposed that Mr, R, C, Renneberger,
Mechanical Section 9 Administrative Division

>

effect arrangements so that these agents can be
photographed at the Bureau during their course of
training , Six copies of each photograph will

. suffice.

It is also proposed that the Identification Division
handle the me chanics involved in fingerprinting the
Stay-behind Agents, It is suggested that the prints
be searched through the criminal files and the
Espionage Section3 Security Division 3 be informed
of the results of the search •

6, The Anchorage office has suggested that the Bureau
may desire to eonsi dpr the possibility of contacting
the superiors of potential Stay-behind Agents in
Government service or in private industry in order
to request that their superiors permit them to receive
a leave of absence in which to attend training school

•



V

Covment:

Although this suggestion has considerable merit,
it would possibly cause a soft-spot in the general
security of the entire program * We have proceeded
on the theory that the fewer people who are advised
about this program, the better the chances are to
maintain the project in confidence and keep the
operation secure .

PROPOSED ACTION (e)

It is proposed that the Anchorage office be advised
that this action is not being approved as a general
procedure, but that in the event the individual
selected cannot come to the U. S. for training with-
out securing some type of clearance from his superior,
that in unusual circumstances , the Bureau will con-
sider a specific request of this nature if the SAC
at Anchorage so recommends .

Referral/ Consult

T'* The SAC at Anchorage has suggested that the
identities of the Stay-hehind AuzilLs whn hone. h&£n

fee gjj2£U ±H
and that

copies of reporTs prepares nn :EM AnnuJis.
in Alaska be given to
at that time . He fur
done immediately .

rrrrr reoomwenaea mart ttitz oe

PRMQSEP ACTION, (f)

Referral/ Consult
It is proposed that the SAC, Anchorage, be instructed
to disseminate copies of reports prepared in these
cases to

| \
further, that he submit to

the Bureau 'prior Id May 10, 1951, a list of the re-
ports to be disseminated, and that identical dissemi-
nation be effected at SOC and in Anchorage on May 15,
1951 .

RECOMMENDATIONS:

It is recowM&iid&sl ±ha± nxsmn&nJ Cal he. anjiLnu&d £or
s_QU££ion with

I± is further recommended that pe advised
of the reaction concerning me proposed trarmrrrg

on Ttte part of the Stay-behind Agents in the Anchorage
area as set forth above under background . It should be

Referral/ Consult
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pointed owa
recontacting-

that the Anchorage office is presently
fill Tne regaining individuals who have been

recommended for use by the Anchorage office in an effort
to determine their reaction to being brought to the
United States; and that v;e are now in the process of
determining by what dates the agents can arrange their
personal and business affairs in order to be available
for the scheduled training I±—shouldt therefo re . £>e

brought to the attention o,f\ \that the
training program will of neTTPTr&Tty have 5 5

delayed until definite commitments can be obtained from
the Stay-behind Agents as to their availability

.

m
YempvTzrrnry

It is recommended that proposal (b) be approved only
as a basis for consideration by the SAC at Anchorage in
making contact with the selected Stay-behind Agents to
determine their reaction to being brought to the U. S. for
training

.

It is recommended that proposals (c) , (e) and (f)
be approved and that tbs? Anchorage be advised accordingly

.

It is recommended that proposal (d) be approved for
handling at the Bureau and that this memorandum be routed
to the Administrative Division for the attention of Mr.
Renneberger } and to the Identification Divisions for their
information at this time.

If you approve of this action 3 the attached letter
of instructions em,bodying the above will be forwarded to
the Anchorage office .

8



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

FROM

The Director

1£.

DATE: May 4, 1951

subject: x%roposed\lan f orSiwtelligence coverage
IX ALASKA TEE EIGHT OF IUfASION
(Stay-behind Ag e nt Vr ogram)

j> Tolson_

f. Ladd >
Clegg_

^ OlavlnJ

*V'Tracy_

Tele. Sooa_
Kease

The attached memorandum sets forth recent devel- «*£—

^

opments in connection voith the Stay^beJiij^ AGfJKl CL23Z2HLr* inunnwui/un ujuun, u u uu, y—uc to u nu, jtiyvuu nf uyrauL jywf'rVv’
tn Alg^sJm r "the background of which is familiar Wo you, and /»/''£

suggests proposals for further action re training and (x^&A/fl*
c overage . ^ v

j/
27ie following recommendations are made therein

:

Alt INFORMATION COWTAUiEB^Sjv

smSii*/
Referral/ Consult

'
vl)

1
K.A
J/ -a j lVA^ -

! LJJ <T'\' «

1... Tha m

f ftv -s

r: -A

be contacted and re-JCffi
luestea to:

,\A
. )A

'

S ' ty
if \

'\

Referral/ Consult

cohk narwrao •

«5S4H0I/ 21 , S30

Attachment

1

yftat o/ ifcfte re-
act ioir^cnccnrUng~^THe~^pfHpoHWE~^EraTning on the
part of the Stay-behind Agents in the Anc horage
area and it should be pointed out that
the Anchorage office is presently' r’errumnicting >

all the remaining individuals who have been
recommended for use by the Anchorage office in
an effort to determine their reaction^to being
brought to the United States; further 3 that we
are now in the process of determining by what

^

dates the acffi.nts can arrance their personal ahd
Vt H L.ZC ,<r'9CA U -//i-7
.*< t-rtoi

flUflV A ^ *

ttj i Wu *

JTBrmrc :jef



Referral /Consult

Referral/ Consult

business affairs in order to be available for the
scheduled train ing . Xfcaf i t be brought to
attention that the
will of necessity /ifltJS T

] training prrrgTTm
Temporarily delayed

until definite commitments can be obtained from
the Stay-behind Agents as to their availability

.

3 . That Supervisor E. S. Sanders, Liaison Section,
Security Division, make discreet inquiries of
reputable insurance firms in Wadi ington in order
to determine what specific coverage can be secured,
and the costs involved . (Sanders has indicated
he has sources from whom the desired information
can be obtained

.

)

4. That the Bureau consider reimbursing the Stay-
behind Agents during their training period at
the rate of $150. per week for those agents not
taking jump training, plus $4. per diem}- and
$175. per week for those agents taking jump
training, plus $4. per diem.

5. That Stay-behind Agents be photographed and
fingerprinted during the period of their training
in Washington, D. C.

6. That the SAC at Anchorage be instructed to continue
the development of potential Stay-behind Agents
until such time as it can be more definitely
determined if coverage is adequate

.

7.

That the Anchorage office be instructed to dis-
seminate copies of thp i,nues+,i native reports on
Stay-behind Agents to

1951, and that identi
at SOG.

on May 15,
cdi aisseminaTJ on be made

8. That the Anchorage office be advised that the
Bureau does not approve their suggestion to obtain
clearance from employers of Stay-behind Agents
so they can get leaves of absence to come to

Washington for training; further, that the Bureau
would consider taking such action only in unusual
circumstances where the individual’s services
would be essential for the implementation of
this program.

9. That the attached letter of instructions embodying
the above be forwarded to Anchorage.

L
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Office Memorandum * % united states government

t° : Director, FBI
VT

from ; SAC, Anchorage

osueject^ropOSED PLAN F_OR INTELLIGENCE
COVERAGE IN ALASKA_IN_EVENT
OF INVASION
(STAY-BEHiND AGENT PROGRAM)

DATE: May 8, 1951

mlMM CCilTASKBU rr \C
KEREijl /$ UtiptASSIFIED

DA
1

ReBulet May I4., 1951, page 2, numeral 3. Referral/ Consult

There are transmitted herewith two copies of a list of

Stay-behind agents who have been recommended for inclusion^ in this

program and on whom closing reports have been submitted. These

reports are the ones that should be disseminated on May l£,

Referral/ Consult

©

$o
cj

p
CO
£1
P
co
P 00

§o
*9

With reference to the delivery of the reports it is

noted that the closing reports contain almost all information
concerning the proposed stay-behind agent and the same was obtained

/ from him by interview* It is suggested that the Bureau may desire

to deliver the closing report only inasmuch as the data contained

therein is more likely to be accurate and the same is sufficient

for^their purposes * Referral/Consult

With reference to page 1 of Bureau letter dated May Ij., 1951*

steps have been taken here to contact all recommended potential
stay-behind agents to obtain from them the ^ dates on which they

5 can attend trainings whether or not they will participate in the
” parachute jump training; and whether or not the proposed remuner-

ation or some part thereof is sufficient* Likewise, these questions

^ will be put to all proposed stay-behind agents who are interviewed

5 in the future. The contacts with -all proposed stay-behind agents

to obtain this information will be given priority here, completed
immediately, and passed on to the Bureau with no delay whatsoever*

.
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AN 65-298

In this regard it should be noted, however, that some of these
persons will be hard to locate in view of the fact that they will
be on construction jobs far into the interior or will be engaged
in fishing in the Bristol Bay area* Referral/consult

is aiso reques-cea una
. ~ orrice be advised as to the manner and time that the proposed

agent’s remuneration or training will be paid in order that ques-
tions concerning this may be answered. In this respect it is sug-
gested that a portion of it be made upon his arrival at Washington
and the remainder paid upon his departure from Washington.

( A memorandum concerning caching is presently in typing and J

^'ylwill be submitted to the Bureau immediately upon its completion. /

This matter will continue to receive priority in this office
and the Bureau kept advised of all developments.

2



Referral/Consult

STAY P.^TTjD AOSiliTS 0011(1151115 v.'HOL rCEFOATo /.ILL HA

DXSSEUHIAE3D AS OF 5-15-51.

Ihme Sufile Anchorage File

66-336
66-395
66-403 -

66-430
66-393
66-420
66-363
66-435
66-313
66-405
66-421
66-418
66—404
66—446
66-415
66-340
66-344
66-316

66-334
66-332
66-314
66-331
66-410
66-308
66-309
66-429
66-428
66-390
66-389
66-327
66-437
66-438
66—324
66-343
66-360
66-411
66-387
66-311
66-363
66-445
66-318
66-373
66-345
66-335
66-372



62-93565
62-93668
62-93517
62-93855
62-93619
62-93860
62-93648

62-93489
62-93494
62-93518

. * 4 62-93603
* 62-93877

62-93617
62-93861

" 62-93869
<" U 1 f

62-93480
62-93670
62-93520
62-93994
62-93613
62-93522
62-93568
62-93672
62-93863
62-93643
77-44306
62-93644

2 "

66-348
66-439
66-323

-66-349
66-371
66—431
66-365
66-3/42

66-312
66-322
66-321
66-366

b6 06—443
b 7 c 66-367

66-432
66-442
66-353
66—354
66-357
66-417
66-377
66-310
66-358
66-369
66-375
66-374
66-315
66-359



SAC, Anchorage

Iirectors FBI

:iaj 7, 1951

be
b7C
I

AI'!?vi$T!-:ATXV\~SBA a:*

”10 V

be
b7C

rolson_

Ladd

Jlerg

31&vin_

icnois_

sen

*

o

vnt

t 1-11-51 granting authority to contact
for the purpose of developing him as a Stav-

oen^a spent* and Bulet 4-4-51 entitled ?fProposed *lan far
Intelligence Coverage in Alaska in the Event of Invasion n
wheretn you were instructed to expedite this contact and
submit a report reflecting the results of this phase of
the investigation •

Submit an explanation to the Bureau by return
mail as to why this matter has not been handled promptly*
and advise when a report my be expected at the Bureau.

As you are aware , it is essential that the
recruiting phases of the Siay-behind Agent ’h’oaram receive
prompt and vigorous attention . You are again 'instructed
to impress this fact upon the Special Agents engaged in the
handling of instant program in Alaska and afford the super-
vision of same pour personal attention.

33-93517

cc Administrative Division



^ STANDARD FORM NO. 64

UJpce Msmorandum • united states government v

TO y 5 Director, FBI

FROM :

DATE: May 8 , 1951

SAC, Anchorage
O

|£,
SUBJECT: ^PROPOSED PLAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE

v
IN ALASKA IN THE EVENT OF INVASION a

OTtay-behind Agent program; ~
,

,HF0—m COm%(f2&£V\
ssaffeni)(Bureau file 65-5926ij.)

Referral /Consult

ReBulet May 1, 1951*

Contact was had with
Studios, which establis
office

.

the Robinson

contact. TTironneu unzcu

Banton-828 as one of the
in the low price range,
easy to operate.

hment has the pnotograpnic contract for this
although not advised of the purpose, of the
Consumers ’ Research listed the Kodiak Flash
most serviceable and efficient
Likewise he said it was small.

cameras
compact and

b6
b7C

^(^withW tJonventional

also stated that_ the KodjfakJCourist-620 , equipped
a F-ipb lens wnich takes 2-J by 3* exposuresRwas an excellent

type camera for all around use. It has flash attachments.
Rpfj^Thls camera retails in Anchorage for $71* 00*

be '

b7C

knew nothing of the Stecky II

JHW:vf
. y -

icf'y ft

^^RECORDED - 9§ I,

^andMd by

J -

.... ft

/ /Of
11 Referral/Consult

p^ecdhdhc

copy

fujstin



AH 6£-29S

It is noted that the use of miniature cameras is so limited

in the Territory of Alaska that very little is known concerning them

by the experts here.

The extent of the use of the camera by stay-behind agents,

of course, is not known at this time but it is felt that the same

will be limited. Likewise, the use of some type of flash equipment

or infra-red would be quite limited in my opinion.

Prom the above, it is believed that a small, simple but
efficient camera similar to the described Stecky II is sufficient
for the needs of any stay-behind agent who could utilize a camera.

2
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siFROM

SUBJECT:

Director, FBI

SAC, Anchorage
V

DATE:

PROPOSED PLAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE
IN ALASKA IN EVENT OF INVASION
(STAY BEHIND AGENT PROGRAM)

May 7, 1951

PERSONAL AND CON^SjAtIAL

DECLASSIFIED BYs$$]
pit 6 /aa-

j9 i
f

Rebule t April 6, 1951, and Anchorage letter April
/'

195l> specifically paragraph 4 of page 1 which makes reference
to caching.

There is transmitted herewith a dossier on caching
of food, radio equipment, gasoline and survival gear for possible
use in the establishment of caches which will be necessary in
connection with this program.

1 BEHIND
.. 1

^ ,/CjHW:MMA
' : 65-298 .

Enclosure*' c\

& lI

RECORDED -.135l.K&OJ
'-1 ^

3m$ftp 4 ’Mu
i
n 1951

yfe
isl



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

TO

A J FROM
r

5 C. E. HENNRICH^/'' DATE:
March 2L, 1951

W. T* Baker

SUBJECT: PROPOSED PLAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE
IN ALASKA IK THE EVENT OF INVASION

\T*0

Tolson

Ladd

Clegg

Olavin

Nlchols_

Rosen

Tracy

Harbo

Attachments

TOBtow

65*59264

Alt INFORMATION CONTAINED .

(Tmmr,fT

RECORDED - 26

\W0EO-?6

tC
/ c C7O- O'*

GSr-
1— ^

MAY 11
1

-
. V 1

1

* v r '

t i
) J.V - J

l
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Referral/ Consult
SAC, ANCHORAGE r faJ 1

^ -v Referral/Co

r v©r^
STAGE. BEU3LETh!Xr IXEYENj

^

TRAINING AGENTS INSTANT PROGRAM

SCHEDULED BEGIN [JUNE ELEVEN jNETT FOR ISO AGENTS PEE ^EEK ONE
s~ v— i&)tv) r \/&)iu)

BEGlimiNGUmNE ELEVEN)AND OTHER (JUNE T7/BLVE) ^[__



4k •'

page rr'G

i£_L

THOROWjHLT. INSURE TEAT TRAINEE UTILIZES APPROPRIATE COVE': SPORT

TO EXPLAIN ABSENCE PROM ALASKA \ 0 TRUE "'URTOSE OF TRIP TO WASHINGTON

PC 7 ILL EOT BE DIVULGED. WEEK DRAWEE INSTRUCTED THEN SCHEDULED FOR

TRAINING, SECURE MANE OF BENEFICIARY DESIGNATED BY HIM SO ACCIDENT

INSURANCE POLICY CAN BE SECURED AT SQG AMPLE TIME PRIOR TO TRAVEL.

TRAINEE SHOULD NOT DEPART ALASKA UNTIL INSURANCE POLICY OBTAINED AND

TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY BUREAU. DETERMINE IF FOLLOWING CAN ARRANGE BE

AT COG BEGIN^TJUWING EIGHT AM AS INDICATED

«JUNE SIEVE,>*W#f
iul

X BERTON MOORE INCLUDING

JUMP TRAINING [JUNE EIGHTEEN

%ME TWENTY FIVEHoward noma

TRAWWG [JUNE TWENTY SIX,
4/

JUNE NINETEEN]uNy^R^

.XX^k^FoksE R* SBS

INCLUDING JUMP

Ummxm^aiaoLxxxixjQC-Doc:-;:OX:(^ULT THESS.j^

MAINTAIN CLOSE LIAISON WITH

Or EFFECTING ARRANGEMENTS. SURAD ON INDIVIDUAL STAGE AGENT

INCLUDING IDENTITY BENEFICIARY AS SCHEDULED TRAINING DATE ' CONFIRMED .

b6
b7C
Referral/ Consult



STANDARD FOpM NO. 64

Office M.emorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Director, FBI

SAC, Anchorage

DATE: May 11, 1951

SUBJECT: PROPOSED PLAN FOR INTELLIGENCE COVERAGE
IN ALASKA IN THE EVENT OF INVASION
(STAY BEHIND AGENT PROGRAM)
(BuFile 65-59264) ^CZL

"

QiJ>L & /

Reference Bureau letters April 6 and Kay 4, 1951 and Anchorage

letter to the Bureau dated Jlay 8, 1951* pertaining to training.

Bureau letter of April 6, 1951* Page 5* indicates that possibly

the training of Stay Behind Agents for the captioned program would begin

on or about April 25, 1951* At Bureau direction this office is soliciting

all potential Stay Behind Agents to determine (l) whether they will go to

Washington for two weeks training (2) whether they will go for three

additional weeks parachute jump training (3) the date on which they will be

able to proceed to Y«ashington (4) a period of three months during which

they can leave for two weeks at the FBI's option for the training (5) whether

they are amenable to the remuneration of $150 per week plus $4*00 a day

expenses for. training in Washington, D. C. , or $175 a week and $4.00 a day

expenses for the parachute training, and other questions pertaining to their

attendance.

The assignments to contact all potential Stay Behind Agents have

been made and Agents in this office are presently seeking these persons out.

(

It is requested that the Bureau advise the date that the training

will begin and the date on which the first potential Stay Behind Agents should

report in order that this office can be guided in its contacts.



Referral/ Consult

particular reference to Bureau letter of April 6, 195
T c of f f\r\ r ^4 f~*a O k.VifA 4* I

|

Referral/Consult

|
‘,’ith reference to travel, it is suggested that the potential

1 5tay Behind ..gents be directed to contact this office upon his arrival in

anchorage where he 'will be briefed. It is further suggested that he be met

at Seattle by one of our Agents there and aided in effecting transportation

to Washington, l>. C. This will insure that he. makes connections and does not

stop-over in Seattle for any protracted period of time.

/ It is also suggested that upon his departure from Seattle, the

/Seattle Office advise the Bureau in order that he can be met in Washington

kiQd escorted to the training base. Referral/Consult

y If the Bureau concurs with these suggestions, it is requested that the

/\jtie Office be advised of the plans in order that they will be able to

/arry out their assignments upon advice from the Anchorage Office that a

certain potential Stay 3ehind Agent will arrive there on a certain date. t

In making contacts with potential Stay Behind Agents with reference

|

to the parachute training, they have brought up the question whether such

training entails one, or more parachute jumps. Certain of them who were in the -

Army or acquainted with the Air Force training feel that some parachute jumping

courses are merely for the safety of fliers and while it teaches them the

rudiments of jumping, no jumps are made. It is requested that the Bureau advise

this office in this regard. It is also requested that the 3ureau advise this

office_qf _thc physical requirements which will be necessary for .the potential

Stay Behind' '..gents to take parachute training. Certain of them have indicated

-2-



a willingness but it ±3 obvious that iron their are ana physical condition
they should not be allowed to do so.

rn ttcr

.

The Bureau -will be kept advised of all developments in this
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FROM ANCHORAGE

^etRECTOR

6:51 PM

4-42a

URGENT

{ItAGE, STATUS REPORT. 73 PERSONS RECOMMENDED AS POTENTIAL

STATBEHIND AGENTS AND CLOSING. REPORTS SUBMITTED TO

BUREAU. JO ADDITIONAL INTERVIEWS AUTHORIZED AND CASES

ON THESE..PERSONS ASSIGNED FORJ1ANDLI NG. MATERIAL RE

REPORTS BEING COMPILED AND WILLIE SUBMITTED AT EARLIEST

J


